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Abstract
The memory grove [in Swedish: minneslund] is becoming an increasingly popular custom of
burial in Sweden. Unlike traditional Swedish burial customs, the memory grove is a
collective and anonymous gravesite, unmooring the obligation and cost of traditional grave
maintenance. The absence of religious, institutional, or individualized symbols or displays
leaves the memory grove with few indicators of death, in fact, death has been minimized and
made discrete to the extent that the memory grove is hardly recognizable as a place of burial.
Consequently, the memory grove raises unique emotional, ontological, and social concerns
for the bereaved. The purpose of this study was to examine how individuals experience the
memory grove as a site of commemoration. Drawing from the theoretical framework of lived
religion and a phenomenological approach, the study provides a perspective vacant from
previous research, mapping experiences of the memory grove based on seven qualitative deep
interviews with individuals who have relatives or acquaintances resting at a memory grove.
The findings demonstrated how experiences of the memory grove are governed by the
emotional, social, and ontological assumptions that the respondents negotiate and enact as
they commemorate on the memory grove. Furthermore, the results demonstrate how customs
of burial have significant implications for how the bereaved maintain and experience
post-mortem relations, and the extent to which they are able to experience the presence of the
deceased. Lived religion was used to recognize how individuals negotiate, experience, and
make meaning of that which is absent, invisible, intangible, and silent.

Keywords: memory grove [in Swedish: minneslund], post-mortem relations, absence presence,

post-mortem rituals
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1. Introduction

No one is but an observer of death, but in death, we are all participants (Woodthorpe, 2011, p.
100). Peter Berger (1967) argues that death can be regarded as one of the universal
parameters through which social and individual life is constructed. Regarding the biological
fact that all people inevitably die, the construction of meaning surrounding death varies
greatly across history and cultures (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 411). All cultures testify to a
compelling need of making sense of death. Mortuary rituals, entailing the various ways to
bury the bodies of the deceased, are established by social groups as potential scripts in order
to attain this end (Hoy, 2021, p. 13). Despite the existence of hundreds of distinct
ethnolinguistic groups, a society that ignores the death of their own is yet to be found. In
modern society, the silence of death is broken in numerous ways. From the passing of a
relative, to news reports of catastrophes and atrocities, but also in action-filled blockbusters,
along with art and music, death speaks to us in a range of ways. One of the central institutions
which allow the protracted presence of death, narrating both the concept of death as well as
stories of the dead, is the cemetery. The cemetery is a culturally saturated space, built both for
the dead and the living. In recent years a recurring observation notes how cemeteries bear
more witness to the concerns of the living than of the dead (Jacobsen, 2001, p. 119; Metcalf
& Huntington, 1991, p. 24; Reimers, 1999, p. 149; Sommer, 2003, p. 262). Although the
cemetery enables the disposal of corpses, the cemetery is primarily constructed as a space
intended for the commemoration of the dead. Furthermore, the cemetery allows the dead to
remain identified as members of families, social institutions, and society. It vows an afterlife
of a continued social identity, bestowed as reassurance in the face of the mortality of the
living (Collier, 2003, p. 728).

In the face of death, individuals often find it more conceivable to pursue prescribed traditions
and clearly defined practices of their culture, rather than having to relate to new procedures.
However, a conflicting phenomenon can be found in Swedish mortuary traditions and
practices, as more individuals within this culture are choosing ‘new’ ways of burying the
dead (Sørensen, 2009, p.111; Walter, 1996). When a person dies in Sweden there are two
ways of dealing with the body of the deceased; either the body is placed in a coffin, or the
body is transfigured into ashes by cremation, which is later buried or dispersed (SOU, 2009,
p. 115). Moreover, upon burial, an individual may choose from a range of traditional and
modern customs of burial, such as coffin internment, urn burial, ash grave, memory grove
and columbarium.

One of the most recently developed burial customs is the memory grove, minneslund in
Swedish (Back Danielsson, 2011, p. 109). Although modern post-cremation practices in the
West have been described to significantly vary, both spatially and materially, historian
Howard Williams declares the memory grove to be the most extreme form of modernist
cremation memory in Sweden (Williams, 2011, p. 114). Since its first appearance in 1959, the
memory grove has become an increasingly popular custom of burial in Sweden. In Stockholm
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it is currently the most frequent custom of burial, succeeding more traditional customs such
as urn burial and coffin interment (IGNIS Begravningsbyrå, 2016). There are several
propositions as to why the memory grove is becoming an increasingly preferred method by
individuals, mainly referencing late modern attributes, such as urbanization, and increased
mobility, but also the fact that memory groves avoid the obligation and cost of maintaining a
traditional gravesite (Sørensen, 2009, p. 123; Williams, 2011, 114). Unlike other traditional
Swedish burial customs, the memory grove is a collective and anonymous gravesite, it is a
space characterized by non-presence. Counter to the increasing development of
individualized burial sites, the memory grove is usually vacant of any indication or display
signaling the individual buried in the memory grove. The absence of religious, institutional,
individualized symbols, displays, or gravestones, leaves the memory grove with few
indicators of death, emphasizing the presence of the deceased as significantly absent,
intangible, invisible, and silent. The actual burial site is constituted by the demarcated area
where the remains, that is, the ashes, are incorporated into a micro-landscape which usually
draws its design from traditional burial grounds or other forms of garden designs. The grove
has been described as a part-garden, part-cenotaph, part-grave, utopian micro-landscape
(Williams, 2011).

A burial site is constituted by the place where the tangible takes leave, and where the
deceased becomes intangible and absent. However, the burial site simultaneously provides a
physical space, materializing the absence of the deceased, enabling a space for the bereaved
to return to, to visit, and reside by, allowing a protracted presence of the deceased. Hence, all
burial sites carry the inherent opposition constituent of the absence, yet simultaneously,
presence of the deceased. Comparing to the traditional customs of burial, the practices
consistent with the memory grove, regarding cremation and the dispersion of ashes, carry
unique ontological, and social dimensions for the survivor and for the corpse (Williams,
2015, p. 261; Hertz, 2013). These dimensions render new possibilities to consider and
approach the remnants of a deceased person. After all, the death and burial of a person
terminate their material presence in the world, resulting in the absence of something which
was once present and tangible. In cremation, the physical manifestation of the body ceases,
transposing the deceased from a situated personhood into an “idea”, “concept”, or “emotion”
(Sørensen, 2009, p. 131). Compared to the burial of a whole corpse, the altered materiality of
the cremated body emphasizes the separation of body and personhood, having been surpassed
as a locus and rearranged to a realm of ideational and disembodied existence (Sørensen,
2009, p. 125). Ashes represent an ambiguous form of materiality, representing both the
corpse and the personhood. At the same time, ashes constitute a discrepancy, bearing little
sensory resemblance to either the corpse or person, which may render ontological and social
perplexity (Prendergast & Hockey & Kellaher, 2006, p. 884). In comparison to traditional
customs of burial, such as coffin interment or urn burials, the memory grove provides an
alternative practice of the disposal of a corpse, which materializes radically altered attitudes
towards the spatiality of the cemetery and towards the dead body. This is a condition that
allows for further exploration of the intersecting temporalities of the material and the
immaterial. For the survivor, this may result in an experience containing various paradoxical
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ontological, social, and emotional facets (Sørensen, 2009, p. 112-113). This constitutes the
phenomena that this study aims to examine further.

Although the dominant western forms of knowledge production take the demise of the
physical body to be an absolute loss of the other, it has been recognized that an embodied
relational experience can still continue post-mortem1 (McCarthy & Prokhovnik, 2014, p. 18).
One phenomenon which exhibits this post-mortem relational experience is commemoration.
Commemoration constitutes a call to remembrance, an act of contemplation, and a way of
managing the absence of the deceased. The ubiquitous nature of death and bereavement is
something that requires all individuals who experience the absence of the deceased to
negotiate living with this absence in various ways (Maddrell, 2013, p. 503). Commemoration
is not a fixed practice, there exists no set praxis for how commemoration requires to be
carried out or expressed, but rather, it is a constituent of a personal act and experience.
Inherent to the practice of commemoration is, what will be referred to as: making the absent
present. The act of commemoration invokes the idea, concept, or emotion, of the deceased,
‘who they were’, temporarily compromising the absence of the deceased. The act of
commemoration entails the emotional and social process of imagining, or experiencing, the
presence of that idea, concept, or emotion, which constitutes the deceased (Sørensen, 2009, p.
131). Akin to a form of social phantom pain, the experience of demise emphasizes how the
presence of something missing or obliviated can in fact be felt or experienced (Billie &
Hastrup & Sørensen, 2014, p. 3). The process of making the absent present is actualized
when the bereaved visit the burial site in order to commemorate the deceased. As the burial
site merely projects a conceptual representation of the deceased, it is the bereaved who are
required to imagine and conceptualize the presence of the deceased. Herein lies the primary
focus of this study, to explore this experience of bereaved individuals as they visit the
memory grove to commemorate.

While there is a large body of literature on the sociology of death, the memory grove is a
burial custom that scholars have yet to examine. In contrast to previous research, the present
study will give a perspective that has been vacant from sociological inquiry relating to death
and bereavement, as it considers the experiences of those who use memory groves. Research
has yet to examine how burial customs characterized by conditions similar to that of the
memory grove may affect post-mortem relations and the process of making the absent
present. Compared to more traditional customs, such as coffin or urn interment, the memory
grove does not host gravestones or other material identification, resulting in anonymity and
non-presence as two of its main characteristics. How this results in various approaches and
modes of commemoration, and its adhering to social, emotional, and ontological facets
constitutes an important line of future research.

In the words of Laqueur, “care of the dead has been regarded as foundational—of religion, of
the polity, of the clan, of the tribe, of the capacity to mourn, of an understanding of the
finitude of life, of civilization itself” (Laqueur, 2015, p. 9). The burial of the dead is an

1 In english: after death
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essential human institution, and further research into the use of memory groves is both
instrumental to gaining an understanding of how individuals arrange the temporality of life
and death, the social, emotional, and ontological perpetuation of death in the lives of the
living, and our capacity to engage with the absent, invisible, intangible, and silent.

1.2 Aims and research questions
With the scientific field evidently vacant regarding experiences and usage of memory groves,
the purpose of this study is to contribute to an unexplored area of death, bereavement and
post-mortem rituals (Tjora & Thorell, 2012, p. 82). This study aims to describe how
individuals experience the memory grove as a site of commemoration. Throughout the study,
the practice of commemoration will be regarded in terms of ‘making the absent present’. The
act of commemoration entails the emotional and social process of imagining, or experiencing,
the presence of that idea, concept or emotion, which constitutes the deceased. By relying on
qualitative methods, the empirical basis of the study is constituted by seven in-depth
interviews. In order to study the commemorative ‘use’ of the memory grove, all participants
had one or more relatives, or close acquaintances, resting at a memory grove. As such, it is
the intent of the present study to examine how the respondents experience the memory grove
as a site of commemoration. The research questions guiding the study were the following:

● In what ways are post-mortem relations maintained at the memory grove?
● How do individuals negotiate the presence of the absent at the memory grove?

1.3 Disposition
Following the introductory chapter is chapter two, Relevant perspectives for this study. Due
to the absence of sociological research on memory groves, this chapter consists of four
sections that highlight relevant concepts and perspectives relating to the memory grove. The
chapter is initiated by a historical overview of cremation practices in Europe and Sweden,
highlighting the ontological, emotional, and social implications of cremation and cremation
burial practices. Secondly, the chapter presents the phenomena of modern death ascribed to
the shifting practices and attitudes regarding death and bereavement of the last century.
Thereafter, the review covers the role of rituals in death and bereavement. Lastly, the chapter
focuses on the nature of cemeteries and graves, and how individuals can maintain a
post-mortem relation with the deceased.

Chapter three, Theory, outlines how lived religion was employed as the theoretical
framework of the study. With regards to the practice of commemoration, it is described how
lived religion can be used to interpret and examine the various ways in which individuals
negotiate, engage, experience, and make meaning of that which is absent, invisible,
intangible, and silent. In addition, this chapter sheds light on the religious situation in
Sweden, and how lived religion is useful for scrutinizing how individuals express
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Chapter four account for the Methodological considerations and evaluations of the study. The
study relies on a phenomenological approach, enabling further investigation of the social
reality of the respondents. This chapter provides a discussion on the sampling procedure, data
collection proceedings, and analytical procedure, and concludes with reflections regarding
ethical considerations, validity, and reliability of the study.

In chapter five, Result and Analysis, the results are discussed in relation to the theoretical
framework, providing a thematic analysis of the results. Accordingly, the analysis is
composed of two separate sections, firstly answering how post-mortem relations are
maintained at the memory grove, and secondly, how the respondents negotiate the presence
of the absent at the memory grove. Lastly, the research questions in relation to the results are
summarized.

The final chapter, Discussion, consists of a discussion in relation to the theory, previous
research, and the method of the study. Lastly, the chapter concludes with a discussion of
further implications for research and practice.
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2. Relevant perspectives for this study
The memory grove is a relatively recent development that can be considered an addition to
the extensive changes that the Western cemetery has undergone during the last century. Albeit
termed a “neglected area of research” by Faunce and Fulton in 1958, the sociology of death
has positively grown in exposure (Faunce & Fulton, 1958, p. 205). Today there exist several
sociological journals devoted to recognizing the constructs surrounding death, dying,
bereavement, and post-mortem rituals. However, there is a significant gap in research in the
sociological inquiry relating to death and bereavement, when it comes to the experiences of
those using memory groves. The novelty of the memory grove may explain why this burial
practice remains largely unexplored to this day. Another explanation can be found in the
limited appearance of the memory grove, as it is described by archeologist Williams to be the
most extreme form of modernist cremation memory in Sweden (Williams, 2011, p. 115).
Even if the practice of memory groves is inherent to the greater modernizing pattern
acknowledged among Western countries, where impersonalized ways of burial are
increasingly employed before institutional or traditional burial customs, it has a limited
prevalence in both international literature and practice. Due to the absence of sociological
literature encompassing experience and usage involving the memory grove it was found
necessary to rely on a broader interdisciplinary approach. Henceforth, the purpose of this
chapter is to provide a framework of relevant perspective and concept in order to develop an
understanding of the phenomena underpinning the memory grove.

Because the memory grove constitutes a custom of burial, a specific ‘type’ of grave, this
chapter predominantly focus on customs, experiences, and rituals which relate to traditional
burial practices such as inhumation or various disposal of ashes. In the field of burial customs
and rites, several themes were identified ranging from the usage of post-mortem rituals, the
materiality of ashes, absence-presence, post-mortem relations, and symbolism of cemeteries.
In defining the borders of this review, the study has drawn from four main interdisciplinary
directions2:

1) From art historical studies, entailing the cultural and historical value of
cremation, funeral practices, and cemeteries (Åkesson, 1997; Williams,
2011; Sørensen, 2009; Walter, 2005)
2) From the field of landscape architecture, focusing on the history of the
cemetery as well as the design and composition of cemeteries (Back
Danielsson, 2011; Petersson, 2004).
3) From the field of ethnography, denoting the shifting apprehension of the
dead body, and pre- and post-mortem rituals. (Valentine, 2006; Mathijssen,
2008; Van Gennep, 2004; Turner, 1967; Mellor and Shilling, 1993).

2 In defining the borders of this chapter, the study has drawn inspiration from how Anna Petersson, in her research on
memorials and post-mortem rituals, delimits her academic review of death, the dead body, funeral rites, and cemetaries
(Petersson, 2004, pp. 9-10)
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4) From the field of sociology, investigating the social, emotional, and
ontological implications of commemoration, bereavement, and rituals
(Åhrén Snickare, 2002; Baudrillard, 1993; Elias 1985; Maddrell, 2013).

2.1 Clarifications and disposition
This chapter is initiated with a historical overview of cremation practices and cremation
burial customs. It highlights the social and ontological implications of cremation as a practice
of disposal as well as the dispersion of ashes as a burial practice. Secondly, the phenomena
developed during the last century known as the modern death (Walter, 2005; Ariès, 1975;
Mellor & Shilling, 1993) is introduced and discussed. Furthermore, the section about modern
death ventures into the interplay between death and medicalization, detraditionalization, and
the sequestration of death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993). Thereafter, the review presents death as
experienced through the usage of rituals. Lastly, the review considers the nature of gravesites,
recognizing the role of the grave and post-mortem relations.

2.2 Caring for the dead: a historical overview of cremation practices
The Western cemetery has undergone significant changes in the last centuries. Intellectuals as
Bauman (1992), Ariés (1975), and Certeau (2011), resonate that modern man has become
alienated and contestant to death, whilst others argue that shifting attitudes and burial
customs belong to natural development (Petersson, 2004, p. 28). Despite differing opinions,
there is agreement across the parties that the Western attitude towards death has undergone a
significant change during the last centuries where individuals demand more control over
funeral proceedings and burials (Walter, 2005, p. 184).

With the increase of urbanization, the population density rose quickly, as did the number of
bodies in need of disposal, resulting in both a hygienic and aesthetic problem for larger
European cities in the eighteenth and nineteenth century (Back Danielsson, 2011, p. 60;
Foucault, 1986, p. 25). Subject to rationalization the bodies of the dead were treated as a risk
for the living. The rationalization of the dead body established similarities with refuse or
waste, as it became treated as waste in need of disposal. In response, new cemeteries were
established in the suburbs and outskirts of the larger cities in Europe, removing the presence
and proximity of death, thus resolving the problem of overfilled gravesites and dangers of
hygiene (Foucault, 1986, p. 25. The new cemeteries took on park-like formations, putting
aestheticism in the center, enabling visitors to walk through the often symmetrical and richly
verdure parks. Initially, the new and modern burial grounds only offered extravagant and
aesthetic burial grounds for the rich, however, later they would establish a new standard for
the formation and definition of the common Western cemetery (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p.
194). As such, the treatment and disposal of the dead became defined as an aesthetic and
hygienic problem that the modern cemetery resolved (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 194).
Throughout the coming century, burial customs and the disposal of the dead would undergo
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yet another significant transformation, emphasizing the ideal of hygienic and aesthetic burial
grounds.

It was during the late nineteenth century that cremation became increasingly advocated by the
Swedish bourgeois elite: engineers, doctors, artists, and architects (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p.
245). For the elite, the aesthetic burial alternative of cremation would soon become superior
to the traditional inhumation. The hygienic factor was of great concern, which was a concept
that also played into the general process of modernization. The practice of cremation was
further encouraged for its aesthetic features. It was considered pleasing that the product of
cremation was a harmless, clean, and pure excerpt of the bodily remains (Back Danielsson,
2011, p. 61). Its proponents made firm associations with the purifying powers of fire, and an
additional source of inspiration was the Romantic ideals, as expressed through art and
literature, which nourished the fascination for cremation and the obliviation through fire
(Petersson, 2004, pp. 37–38). However, proponents of cremation faced extensive resistance
from Christian voices, referencing the traditional association of incineration by fire with
pagan customs and medieval execution (Sørensen, 2009, p. 115). The conflict between those
against and in favor of cremation highlights an important problem regarding dead human
bodies, namely its duality. On the one hand the dead body is treated and considered as refuse
matter, on the other hand it is expected to be treated with reverence and respect. Similarly, a
dead body can be the source of harmful infectious bacteria, yet the body still represents a
harmless human being (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 246). The duality of the dead body presents
itself as simultaneously sacred and profane, ordered and disordered, harmless and dangerous
(Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 25). As argued by anthropologist Mary Douglas (2003), our
attitudes towards these dualities reveal meaningful cultural information, which becomes
evident in the development of the common cremation practice, as we know it today.
Symbolically, cremation was seen as an instrument for taking command over the destructive
forces of nature. Refusing to accept the natural cycle of organic decomposition of bodies,
cremationist propaganda argued for purity and enlightenment through this new means of
disposal (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 246). In 1888 cremation became a legal practice in
Sweden. However, it would take another fifty years before this new technique of
transfiguration of the corpse into ashes would become generally accepted (Åhrén Snickare,
2002, p. 193). Today more than 85% are cremated in Sweden upon death (Sveriges
kyrkogårds- och krematorieförbund [SKKF], 2021).

As opposed to traditional inhumation the social, emotional and ontological implications of
cremation are substantially different. Cremation can be understood as a strategy of
commemoration which involves the rapid transformation of a corpse by fire (Williams, 2011,
p. 113). Moreover, cremation is a transition carrying both ontological, social, and emotional
dimensions for the mourners and for the corpse itself (Williams, 2015, p. 261; Hertz, 2013).
The actual process of transformation remains both culturally and technically varied through
time and history. Williams contends that: “the subsequent display, translation, and
incorporation of ashes into a range of landscapes and materialities can serve as a technology
of remembrance: the selective and practical social remembering and staged forgetting of the
person in death” (Williams, 2011, p. 113). In the modern West, cremation has become a
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practice that is highly controlled and hidden from the gaze of mourners, an antithesis to
pre-industrial open-air cremation ceremonies (Williams, 2011, p. 114). However, regarding it
as a technology of remembrance, cremation offers a theoretical basis for understanding and
interpreting several sociological phenomena in the society in which cremation is deployed
(Williams, 2011, p. 113). Compared to the un-cremated corpse, cremation demands a second
practice of disposal regarding the ashes of the deceased. It has been described by late
sociologist Hertz that the treatment of ashes provides a secondary burial, where the dry
remains of a person are arranged for a complementary rite or placed in a permanent resting
place (Davies, 2017, p. 34; Hertz, 2013). The idea of a secondary burial offers a way to
sustain links with the dead through spatial and material enactment expressed in various
commemorative manifestations. In terms of spatiality and materiality, post-cremation
practices can be described to vary significantly throughout the modern West (Williams, 2011,
p. 114).

The materiality of the cremated body is significantly different from the un-cremated body.
Ashes represent an ambiguous form of materiality, representing both the corpse and the
personhood. At the same time, ashes constitute a discrepancy, as they bear little sensory
resemblance to either the corpse or person (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 884). However, in
what may constitute a paradox, despite the bodily absence, ashes are able to make absent
personhood present, or as phrased by Sørensen and Bille, “the dual agency of fire – as
destructive and benevolent – reiterates at once the passing of the past and the presence of the
past” (Flohr Sørensen & Bille, 2008, p. 264). According to Hertz, cremation enables the
deceased to acquire a ‘new body’, one which is stable and beyond further deterioration, a
final deliverance where death has no further hold of the body (Prendergast et al., 2006, p.
884; Hertz, 2013). In a study by Prendergast et al, the mobility and materiality of ashes were
studied by specifying how certain values and beliefs are enacted through rituals of ash
disposal. The results reveal how informants experience confusion and interpersonal discord,
as ash disposal requires the negotiation of new practices and ontological conceptions
(Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 896).

One of the ontological concerns raised through cremation practice is: What constitutes a
person? This question has various practical implications for how we treat the bodily remains,
yet, also highlighting the emotional and social implications that cremation may have for the
bereaved. When the body of a person is no longer present and what can be seen is no longer
constituent of the deceased, the bereaved may be faced with an ontological dilemma of
existence and non-existence. The separation of body and person is emphasized in cremation,
as the constitution of the person as a material agent is terminated. However, though the
material agent is terminated, the person is transposed to a realm of disembodied and
ideational existence (Sørensen, 2009, p. 125; Flohr Sørensen & Bille, 2008). As the physical
manifestation of the body is obliterated, Sørensen argues that the cremated person becomes
an “idea”, “concept” or “emotion”, rather than a situated embodied personhood (Sørensen,
2009, p. 131). While this may describe the experience of most people, the process of finding
settlement in this dilemma of existence may push some bereaved people in the West to either
denial, or towards the acceptance of new metaphysical realities. Some people find ontological
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refuge by alleviating the simple dichotomy between the dead or living body, into a
reconfigured conception between the living body and its remaining spirit (McCarthy &
Prokhovnik, 2014, p. 26).

Sørensen elaborates further that the bodily transfiguration to ashes may relieve the need for a
material presence and proximity as identities and meaning of the dead are materially
reconfigured (Sørensen, 2009, p. 130). Therefore, this may increase the capacity for the
bereaved to feel close to the deceased despite being spatially distanced from the site of the
grave (Sørensen, 2009, p. 131). In comparison to inhumation, the cremated corpse may to a
higher degree be constituted as an emotion or idea rather than the memory of a person of
physical presence. Further, Sørensen reasons that the consciousness of the un-cremated body,
putrefying under the ground, creates a more intimate spatial bond between the bereaved and
the deceased, compared to the consciousness posed by the presence of ashes (Sørensen, 2009,
p. 127). This is further elaborated by Howes (1991), as he asks how the sensory or
imaginative awareness of bodily decay is transferred into the emotional experience of
transition. Hence, it raises the question if bodily deterioration through incineration, or the
materiality of ashes, results in a symbolically different post-mortem transition as opposed to
inhumation (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 884).

2.3 The modern death
One of the characteristics of our time, according to Lyotard (1984), is the lack of trust in
cannons and traditions of the society. Colliers (2003) asserts how modern society has left
individuals spirituality impoverished, lacking the meaning which was once provided through
the institutions of society. Further, it is argued that the unmooring of traditions and
institutional meaning leaves people in a state unprepared for calamity and death (Collier,
2003, p. 730). This section highlights how the Western experience and perception of death
have undergone a transformation in the last century. Venturing into the various facets of the
modern death this section acknowledges the notion of death as experienced, suggesting we
are more than mere observers of death, we are participants (Woodthorpe, 2011, p. 100).

As the field of sociology has grown and developed it has been almost exclusively concerned
with problems of life, rather than questions of death. Peter Berger (1967) argues that death
can be regarded as one of the universal parameters through which social and individual life is
constructed. As is observable in the diversity of mortuary practices, the construction of
meaning surrounding death varies greatly across history and cultures (Mellor & Shilling,
1993, p. 411). This diversity of cultural reactions speaks of the universal impact of death
(Metcalf & Huntington, 1991, p. 24). How Western death is perceived, discussed, lived, and
acknowledged, has undergone significant changes throughout the last centuries and decades.
Tony Walter reasons that we are subject to two contradictory traditions shaping our
experience of bereavement; we are heirs to Victorian romanticism, which considered loss of
the loved one as something unbearable, yet simultaneously we are inheritors of the
twentieth-century refutation which denies, forbids, or hides death (Walter, 1991, p. 296).
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These conflicting traditions highlight several of the problems which become actualized in
times when modern individuals are faced with death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 412).

When giving account for the most central views on the modern way of death, scholars often
employ theories of secularization, privatization, rationalization, medicalization, and
de-ritualization. Yet, ambiguity characterizes the task of defining what is modern about the
modern death. A frequent stance found among contemporary scholars is the polemic
portrayal of death as modern as opposed to traditional. However, generalizing the conception
of modern society may obstruct our understanding of the variables which underpin
modernity, and the modernization of death. The modernization of death is actualized through
different ways in which institutions respond to or promote the rationalization,
individualization or secularization of the dead individual, which also explains why the burial
practices vary significantly among Western societies (Walter, 2005, p. 175). Nonetheless,
there is a general consensus pertaining to a Western acknowledgment that contemporary
individuals demand more control over the mortuary proceedings and rites, as well as modes
of disposing the corpse (Walter, 2005, p. 184).

When describing the changing organization and experience of modern death there are several
themes to acknowledge. With a considerable impact on the field of death studies, Ariés has
been influential in mapping the transformation of death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 414).
Until recently, death presented itself as a collective social phenomenon, often enacted through
communal responses of collective rituals and signs. Subsequently, the death of the individual
made itself present through communal events by assembling the community through ritual
actions. In this sense, death was public and open and available for religious and social
control. On the other hand, contemporary death is characterized by individuality and the
absence of the collective as well as interference with religious and social control (Ariès,
1975; Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 415).

Mellor and Shilling refer to the sequestration of death as the phenomena of isolating, or
making invisible, death from modern society. This sequestration of death bears several
consequences for the interplay between death and the individual (Ariès, 1975; Elias, 1985;
Mellor & Shilling, 1993; Metcalf & Huntington, 1991). In explaining the sequestration of
death, Mellor and Shilling (1993) analyze death in contemporary social life by regarding
three central components of modernity: the prospect of the Self, medicalization of the body,
and the dismantling of religious certainties. One of the features which distinguish modern life
is its orientation toward the future. Modernity is characteristically future-oriented, where the
Self seeks to reflexively plan and structure its future. However, the prospect of death is not
easily resolved in a culture of futures, resulting in the sequestration of death (Mellor &
Silling, 1993, p. 419; Giddens, 1990). Similarly, Turner argues that in a society dominated by
values of youthfulness and vitality, death becomes an embarrassment, as opposed to the ever
present facet of everyday life (Turner 1991, p. 235; Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 418).
Meanwhile, the consequence of the sequestration of death has paved the way for individuals
alone to construct and facilitate values that can guide them through the ontological and
existential anxieties which often encircle death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 429). In other
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words, individuals are left personally adrift, together with a sense of alienation and isolation
in their experience of death (Collier, 2003, p. 730; Mellor Shilling, 1993).

Medicalization of death is described by Mellor and Shilling (1993), to be a particularly
significant manifestation of the sequestration of death from the public domain (Mellor &
Shilling, 1993, p. 418; Aries, 1981, p. 584). As medicalization magnifies and death is pushed
further away, Elias reasons that we become more reluctant to come into contact with death or
the dying, increasing both the emotional and spatial withdrawal from death. It is noted how
the proximity to death can stir both feelings of discomfort and fear, as touching, handling, or
approaching a dead body remains both uncommon and rare for many individuals today (Elias,
1985, p. 85). As Baudriallard (1993) argues, we live in a culture of hygiene that aims to
expurgate life from death (Baudrillard, 1993, p. 180). Cremation itself is described as the
limit point of this discrete elimination, considering the minimalistic and sterility
characterizing its performance and residue (Baudrillard, 1993, p. 182). Elias notes that never
before have individuals died as hygienically and noiselessly as in contemporary society,
paving way for the sequestration of death (Elias, 1985, p. 85).

Our relationship to death and how we care for the dead reveals the shift from a religiously
ordered society to the predominant scientific worldview (Petersson, 2004, p. 27). In
pre-modern society, religion has been the prevalent facilitator of the mortuary rites through
which it has played a significant role in providing means through which individuals are able
to approach and cope with death. Bauman notes that religion and the belief in God have
previously played an immensely significant role in facilitating strategies for coping with
death, as well as ritual practices providing ontological security (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p.
424; Bauman, 1992). With regards to the modern West, Mellor and Shilling (1993) describe
how the desacralization of western culture and the subsequent disempowerment of religious
bodies have dismantled the function of religion as it has been assumed by other agencies,
subsequently destabilizing established customs of dealing with death (Mellor & Shilling,
1993, p. 424).

From having an immense influence on the practices relating to death, the religious shift of the
last century constitutes a significant aspect of how death has been sequestrated (Mellor &
Shilling, 1993, p. 416). Weber (2005) argues that modern society has failed to replace
religious certainties with scientific certainties, merely giving the modern individual more
control, yet failing to provide life-guiding values (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 415). Further,
Weber argues that formerly rigid systems of belief, mostly characterized by Catholic
sentiments, underwent changes leading to death becoming more privatized and less public.
Subsequently, it is argued that the sequestration of death could not be made possible without
the decline of traditional religious beliefs. Several academics note how Protestantism
contributed to the eventual desacralization and disenchantment which saturate modern society
and our conception of death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 416; Weber 2005). By removing the
sacramental apparatus long provided through Catholicism, several practices regarding death,
also remove death from the communal context making it an individual phenomenon (Mellor
& Shilling, 1993, p. 416).
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Each and everyone’s experience and conception of death will be unique, rendering a unique
way to approach and discuss matters relating to death. According to Woodthorpe, death ought
to be considered more than a sensitive or taboo topic since everyone is an insider when it
comes to death (Woodthorpe, 2011, p. 100). While it is true that individuals only ‘experience’
direct death once, we may still experience death at proximity several times throughout life.
Although the proximity may vary, death as experienced has a profound, perhaps unrivaled,
emotional, social, and ontological impact on our lives. Considering the sequestration of death,
according to Mellor and Shilling (1993), the modern strategies of dealing with death have
become precarious and problematic. Due to the relative absence of overarching meaning
systems which otherwise locate individuals and communities in common beliefs Western
society has become culturally naked in the face of death (Mellor & Shilling, 1993, p. 428).

2.4. Ritualization of death
In the modernist and positivist paradigm it can be noted that the context and experiences of
death and bereavement have largely been overseen on behalf of quantitative methods and
universal models aiming to resolve grief (Valentine, 2006, p. 57). Addressing
twentieth-century bereavement literature, Valentine (2006) describes a discipline split, where
the grief of modern Westerners has become psychologized and medicalized, while the
mourning and ritual behavior of non-Western and pre-Modern others is exoticized or
romanticized (Valentine, 2006, p. 57; Hockey, 1996; Walter, 1999). Similarly, bereavement
has in many regards been treated prescriptively, as a sequence of stages through which an
individual must pass in order to recover from a ‘maladaptive’ situation (Mathijssen, 2018, p.
216; Stroebe, 2002). A constitutive element in the literature on mortuary rituals asserts that
individuals continue to have a relation with the deceased. In contrast to other rituals,
mortuary rituals are defined by both the bereaved and the deceased being participants of the
rituals (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 217; Suzuki, 2000; Van Gennep, 2004). A profound social
change takes place with the body that no longer lives. The body is recharged as it reciprocates
new, and sometimes dangerous or chaotic, social implications for the living. The dead body
demands rituals and other cultivated ways of treatment in order to re-establish the chaos in
which the dead body inflicts (Åhrén Snickare, 2002; Lilja, 2004, p. 112; Lofland, 1985, p.
174). This section acknowledges how mortuary rituals and post-mortem rituals are used to
make sense of death, how rituals enact a post-mortem relation with the deceased, and how
rituals may facilitate certain social and ideological systems.

Rituals can be described and categorized according to several characteristics. Some rituals are
collective, others are individual, some may pertain to either a secular or a religious nature,
and some are permanent whilst others temporary. However, all rituals develop their meaning
inside a social context, which relies on ‘insiders’ in the sense that those who are not insiders
may not recognize the ritual in play (Hoy, 2021, p. 24). Similarly, some rituals come about in
the moment’, whereas some rituals are drawn from ancient family customs or cultural history
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(Hoy, 2021, p. 24, 84). Ultimately, rituals create distinctions between social phases or life
phases. When describing the essence of a ritual, disciplines such as sociology, anthropology
and practical theology address different aspects. From one point of view, the ritual may be
described as a special event that unites members of a social group. From another point of
view, rituals can best be described as ordered performances belonging to specific customs of
a people or culture, or as religious devices which order the sacred and profane. On an
emotional level rituals may offer a secure and meaningful structure towards an insecure
situation (Petersson, 2004, p. 12). Through symbolic actions and language rituals are able to
mediate emotions, thoughts, and ideas that may otherwise be unmanageable (Petersson, 2004,
p. 12). In the area of grief and bereavement, rituals help channel the energy of emotions in
productive and adaptive causes, often through elements of predictability or routine. William
Hoy describes rituals as the manifest practice of ‘walking out what people can’t talk out’,
denoting the symbolic and physically manifest function of rituals as means of alleviating or
clarifying change in life through actions rather than mere words (Hoy, 2021, p. 83).

Regarding the transitional character of certain rituals, the twentieth-century anthropologist
van Gennep (2004) coined the term rites de passage (Hoy, 2021, p. 115). Originally, rites de
passage constituted the passage from one social status to another, bridging two phases of life
(van Gennep, 2004; Hockey, 2002, p. 212). Even though some scholars argue that modern
funeral rites cannot be considered traditional rites de passage, it can still be asserted that the
modern mortuary and burial procession represent a ritualized metaphor for a transitional
bridge, bringing two life phases together (Hoy, 2021, p. 10; Petersson, 2004, p. 28).
Henceforth, rites de passage should not be considered merely as cultural devices, but also as
instrumental for analysis which may serve to further scrutinize ontological, social and
material conditions of post-mortem rituals (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 218). A rites de passage is
composed of three phases: separation, liminality, and incorporation (Van Gennep, 2004).
Each ritual adheres differently to these phases. The phase of separation intends to depart from
a specific role, social status or relationship. Upon separation, the individual enters the liminal
phase, referring to the “between and betwixt”, it is the threshold where people may
experience ambiguity, as the pre-ritual status has not been detached and the post-ritual status
has not become actualized (Hoy, 2021, p. 115). The ritual is finalized in the phase of
incorporation, where the individual enters the new social status, role or relationship.
Although every ritual pays various attention to each phase, in whole, the three phases
compose the link between two life events or phases (Turner, 1967, p. 94). Everyday behaviors
such as showering, greeting people, dressing, as well as greater life transitions marking
graduation, puberty, birth, marriage or death, are all representative of bridges between two
life phases, and can therefore be constructed in terms of a rites de passage (Hoy, 2021, p. 115;
Turner 1967, p. 94; Gramsch, 1995, p. 72).

Humans have a compelling need to make sense of death. Mortuary rituals are established by
social groups as potential scripts in order to attain this end, rituals constitute an essential way
which we approach death (Hoy, 2021, p. 13). Despite the existence of hundreds of distinct
ethno-linguistic groups, a society which ignores the death of their own is yet to be found
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(Laqueur, 2015, p. 9). From the moment of death, the body of the deceased is subject to an
array of ritualized practices, beginning at the hospital or mortuary to the point of burial
(Collier, 2003). In most Western settings this is a highly medicalized procedure, hidden from
the gaze of the bereaved, as the body is maintained and treated by medical and funerary staff
according to prescribed proceedings and customs (Elias, 1985, p. 85; Åkesson, 1997, p. 61).

In certain settings rituals are conceptualized through a specific set of demarcated, often
publicly demonstrated rituals. This scope can be broadened as Serematakis describes the
diffuse ritualization of death, suggesting the multiplicity of ways in which death is
represented across time and through a variety of sites and practices (Serematakis, 1991, p.
47). By recognizing the diffusion of ritualization, Serematakis shifts the emphasis from the
public mortuary rites toward the socially meaningful performances which are situated within
the flux and contingency of everyday events (Hallam & Hockey & Miller, 2001, p. 180;
Seremetakis, 1991, p. 47). Moreover, rituals provide a channel through which the survivors
can articulate systems of belief about life, death and society (Bradbury, 1999, p. 116).
Including both public rituals and ‘diffuse rituals’, anthropologist Geertz (1973) reasons that
mortuary rituals are necessary for the bereaved to maintain the continuity of human life (Hoy,
2021). In the absence of the deceased, studies have shown how the ritual usage of material
resources and spatial location, may allow the bereaved to experience emotional closeness
with the deceased, to some extent, co-exist with the dead (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 891).
Turner describes this as the symbolic goal of ritualized practices (Prendergast et al., 2006, p.
891; Turner, 1995). A final remark brings to light how rituals correspond as strategies of
disposal and commemoration that both broadens the scope of imagination and emotions.
Indeed, rituals can be understood as something that demonstrate resistance toward the
paradigm of modernist rationality (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 886).

2.5 The role of the grave and post-mortem relations
The presence of death entails a culturally saturated environment and the social and
ontological implications of a burial site are plentiful. The burial of the dead is an essential
human institution that is both instrumental to the making of places and the imagining of
futures (Serres 2015; Casey 1997; Heidegger 2010). The locales of graves and cemeteries are
invested with meaning, and these meanings are utilized for identity building and ideological
signaling (Semple & Brookes, 2020, p. 1; Tilley 1994). For many people the cemetery is a
trigger for existential questions. A walk through the cemetery may materialize ideas that we
may struggle to grasp mentally, such as the concept of death (Petersson, 2016, p. 8). The
Swedish ethnologist Åkesson state that graveyards represent a consecrated zone, inferring
that any alterations or transformation of the cemetery is deemed sensitive (Åkesson, 1997, p.
145). The construction of the cemetery can be discerned from a symbolic and a material
perspective. In order to understand why the cemetery represents a consecrated or sensitive
zone, we must understand the symbolic nature of the cemetery. The cemetery attains its
primary meaning not from what is visible or tangible, but from what is invisible, that is, the
human remains bestowed under the ground. Even if the visual identity constitutes a
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meaningful component of the cemetery, it is the buried remains which constitute the essential
meaning of the cemetery. The buried remains have essential ontological implications for the
gravesite. That is why a gravesite can never be ontologically expended, because the buried
body which is bestowed to burial is, ontologically, destined to stay there ‘forever’. This is
exempt if the burial remains are not transposed to a different place.

As described by Prendergast et al, cremated remains establish, and enable, a symbolic social
integration between the survivor and the deceased (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 891). Even if
the bodily remains are bound for decay or diffusion, the personhood of the deceased is not
subject to decay. This distinction reiterates the ontological dilemma of existence and
non-existence, which previously was discussed concerning “what constitutes a person?”. Yet,
with regards to the ontological conditions of a grave, we may ask “what constitutes a grave?”
(McCarthy & Prokhovnik, 2014, p. 26). It appears that the grave represents a duality
composed by the material remains of a person and simultaneously the symbolic personhood
of the deceased. The duality of the grave underlines the profound and puzzling nature which
can be experienced at the cemetery. As pointed out by Mathijssen, the cremated remains of a
person can be understood as the deceased in both a material and a symbolic sense
(Mathijssen, 2018, p. 223). In her study, regarding identity, emotions, and attitudes towards
the materiality of dead bodies, the respondents witnessed that ashes were, somehow, still the
body of someone they loved. This endows the grave site with great power and agency in
influencing the relationship between the bereaved and the deceased (Mathijssen, 2018, p.
223). Similarly, Sørensen asserts that ashes are able to transcend and condense the
particularities of the deceased bodily life (Sørensen, 2009, p. 885; Turner, 1995). As has been
argued, the grave holds great power and agency in conveying an ontological presence of the
deceased.

In a thorough study of cemeteries Warner (1959) coined the idea that cemeteries are cities of
the dead, cemeteries constitute symbolic replicas of the living communities. While cemeteries
offer a place of disposal of corpses, it is also recognized as a place that allows the dead to
remain identified as members of families, social institutions, and society. In addition,
cemeteries make promise of an afterlife, of a continued social identity, bestowed as a
reassurance in the face of the mortality of the living (Collier, 2003, p. 728).

The dominant western forms of knowledge production take the demise of the physical body
to be an absolute loss of the other. However, it has been recognized that an embodied
relational experience may still continue after death (McCarthy & Prokhovnik, 2014, p. 18).
Many bereaved do in fact conduct an ongoing relation with the deceased in multiple tangible
ways, embodying a so-called continued bond (Klass & Silverman & Nickman, 2014). The
concept of continued bonds was originally expressed as a critique of Western conceptions of
grief, as bereaved were encouraged to let go of the deceased (Jonson, 2015, 284). The
concept grants the deceased a continued social life, legitimizing the post-mortem relation that
the living may experience with their deceased (Jonson, 2015, p.  284; Klass et al, 2014).
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The relationship between the dead and the living can be enacted through numerous
commemorative acts, such as celebrating anniversaries or public holidays, visiting the grave
site, leaving flowers or lighting candles, or talking to the deceased (Åkesson, 1997, p. 146).
Hallam et al (1999) stress the importance of material foci for the facilitation of continued
bonds between the living and the dead and numerous studies highlight how material objects
are used to manifest and sustain the bond with the deceased (Maddrell, 2013, p. 508).
Similarly, this is observed by Valentine, highlighting how the bereaved “materialize their
loss” through the usage of objects and space in ritualized social practices (Valentine, 2008, p.
114; Jonson, 2019, p. 27). Understanding the meaning of the post-mortem relation, and how it
continues, relates to a fundamental way in which humans make sense of their world and
narrate their own lives (Maddrell, 2013, p. 507).

The grave represents the intersection between the dead and the living, authorizing a unique
space for post-mortem relations to be facilitated. Mathjissen (2018) considers these bonds in
a study, demonstrating how the post-mortem bond between the deceased and bereaved is
transformative rather than static (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 215). Upon cremation or burial,
Mathjiseen describes the post-funeral period as a period where the bereaved seek and create a
new social and spatial location for the deceased which subsequently enables a final and
pacified representation of the deceased existence in the consciousness of the survivors.
However, Mathjissen shows how the social location of the post-mortem relationship may
shift as the bereaved gradually transform their bonds with the deceased by negotiating the
absence and presence of the dead (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 216).

The explanation of post-mortem relations, or continued bonds, can also be explained in terms
of a re-enchantment of the modern view of death. Enchantment is the human refusal to accept
physical appearances as the sum total of the human world, which is manifest in many aspects
of everyday life, from religion to literature. Jenkins (2002) argues that life without
imagination leaves nothing but ourselves and whoever is in our line of sight at a current time
(Jenkins, 2002, p. 82; Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 888). In the study of Prendergast et al, the
concept of enchantment is employed to describe the informant's approach to burial,
commemoration, and continued bonds. As the informants showed a yearning for a strongly
emotional relationship with the deceased, sanctioning elaborate cultivation and visits to the
sites of ash disposal, the informants are “refusing to accept the physical appearance as the
sum total of human world” (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 888; Stroebe et al., 1992).

Remembering the dead reflects society’s attempt to deal with death, constituting an effort to
create a kind of symbolic immortality. One strategy of remembrance is found at most
cemeteries, wherein materialized displays signal who the deceased was, and when they lived
(Seale, 1998). Historically, the materialized display of the deceased reveals societal and
individual attitudes towards death. In many cases, inscriptions on gravestones correspond
with the wealth and position one had in society (Collier, 2003, p. 728). The memory grove
disallows any permanent material displays, limiting the material remembrance to temporary
tokens, such as candles or flowers.
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The ubiquitous nature of death and bereavement is something that requires all individuals
who experience the absence of the deceased to negotiate living with this absence in various
ways (Maddrell, 2013, p. 503). At the same time, the absence-presence of the deceased is a
complex phenomenon, as scholars have validated and theorized that the deceased can in fact,
despite their apparent material absence, appear present in the lives of the living (Jonson,
2019, p. 29). Experiencing the absent may propel the bereaved into a complex reality,
acknowledging that the felt presence of the absent is able to fade, fluctuate, or persist over
time (Maddrell, 2013, p. 517). It is not very unusual, as noted by Hallam et al. (1999), that
sensations conveyed through, for instance, a specific environment, music, or food, may
abruptly enact the presence of the deceased. As such, the living can be described as vehicles
of the post-mortem relation, not necessarily in control of how they are expressed (Jonson,
2015, p. 286). However, the sense of absence-presence is not bound to the concept of
post-mortem relations, rather, everyday life conveys a range of scenarios of this kind, such as
by parents when their children leave home, or by a broken hearted lover in the cease of a
relationship (Maddrell, 2013, p. 504). The intriguing oxymoron of absence-presence is not
limited to a cognitive experience, since Meyer and Woodthorpe assert that absence, can in
fact, be “felt”, “seen”, or “heard”, comprising of an embodied experience (Meyer, 2012, p.
104; Meyer & Woodthorpe 2008).

The dynamic between the intersecting, yet, opposing terms of presence and absence, can be
conceptualized in different ways. The conception of experiencing the present-absence of the
deceased can be described in two complementary ways: either, absence can be perceived as
inducive of presence, as the felt absence of a person can in itself produce a sense of presence
(Maddrell, 2013, p. 504; Hallam, et al 2001); or, as reasoned by Maddrell, absence is not
merely a ‘presence in and of itself’, but the absence of a person can be made present in and
through “enfolded blendings of the visual, material, haptic, aural, olfactory,
emotional-affective and spiritual planes, prompting memories and invoking a literal sense of
continued ‘presence’, despite bodily and cognitive absence” (Maddrell, 2013, p. 505). The
later definitions emphasize how absence can be evoked, made present, allowing the deceased
to have a continuity of presence through the experiential and relational tension of material
absence and emotional presence (Maddrell, 2013, p. 505). While there is a significant
demand for more insight into the universal and, often, life-altering manifestation of absence,
the concept is proven useful when scrutinizing the dimensions of post-mortem relations
(Maddrell, 2013, p. 503).
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3. Theory
The first century of sociological thought was primarily concerned with explaining the
emergence of the modern world. While the composition of economic, cultural, and political
changes, which came to be known as modernization, have preoccupied the field of sociology,
theorists have frequently made expositions about the role of religion (Ammerman, 2007, p.
4). Since early modernity, Weber (2005) portrays the religious trajectory as one fading into
dissolution, due to the dominating forces of capitalism and reason (Weber, 2005, p. 181).
However, by the middle of the twentieth century, theorists started re-evaluating their
predictions of the religious trajectory. As the twenty-first century unfolds, many social
scientists struggle to explain the societal developments, as science, politics, and capitalism
constitute predictable pervasive forces of everyday life, so too, religion is tightly woven into
the fabric of everyday lives. While it is not difficult to paint the ‘secular picture’ of
institutional religion declining in modern contemporary society, referring to empty chapels,
lesser regularity in church attendance, or decreasing willingness to heed religious authorities,
there are some social theorists that emphasize an alternative religious commitment, one not
taking place outside the traditional institutions of religion (Ammerman, 2007, p. 5). The
disjuncture of religion’s simultaneous presence and absence in the modern world has
contributed to the development of new interpretative frames which are able to re-articulate
the implication of both religiosity and secularity. The modern paradox of religion suggests the
need for new questions to be asked and new ways to approach the phenomena of ‘what does
religion look like?’. The theory of lived religion captures the essence of this pursuit, as it pays
attention to the ‘larger’ story of religious experiences, aiming to recognize the everyday
religious practices of ordinary people. Instead of seeking traditional indicators of institutional
religiosity, this theory aims to recognize the mundane ritual practices and everyday
expressions which constitute religion as lived (McGuire, 2007, p. 190). The theory of lived
religion broadens the scope of ‘what religion looks like’, assuming that concepts such as
religion, religiosity, the sacred, and secularity demand reconsideration.

Sociologist and anthropologist Meredith McGuire conceptualizes religion as how people
make sense of their world - religion is the ‘stories’ out of which people live, it is how we
understand meaningful ways of being in the world (McGuire, 2007, p. 187). Rather than
addressing the packages of religious narratives supplied by institutions, doctrines, and holy
books, lived religion aims to achieve an understanding of the myriad individual ways through
which individuals remember, enact, adapt, create and combine ‘stories’ out of which they live
(McGuire, 2007, p. 187). This chapter will unravel the purpose and aims of lived religion as a
theory and its usage for this study, by addressing four specific themes through the following
headlines:

o Defining ‘religion’ for this study
o Embodiment and the practical turn
o Religion and materiality
o The Swedish context
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3.1 Defining ‘religion’ for this study
Ziad Munson raises the question “When is an event or experience religious?”, a simple
question which has drawn countless debates among academics and the larger public alike
(Munson, 2007, p. 121). Depending on how this question is answered two important
implications arise: “Who is religious?” and “What does religion, when lived, look like?”.
Religion is typically thought of as something unique and delineated from other domains in
life, something set apart from everyday activities. Yet, it is a concept that carries contested
meanings and various definitional boundaries (Munson, 2007, p. 121). This section will
provide a context to the definition of religion that was used for this study. The supposed
belief in something supernatural or holy is often found in the various attempts to define
religion, however, as with many Western conceptions of religion, this idea is obscured by
ethnocentrism. Among others, Émile Durkheim (2008) notes the Western division between
the natural and the supernatural, a division owing to the Enlightenment period and the rise of
rationalism, to be a ‘Western’ distinction, concealing a holistic view of religion (Furseth &
Repstad & Nordli, 2005, p. 29; Durkheim 2008). In the range of substantive definitions of
religion, the object of human belief is often at center, a type of definition that may resonate
with Western believers, yet, still suffer from ethnocentrism, as it neglects much of eastern
thought and belief (Furseth et al, 2005, p. 29). In addition, McGuire, among other scholars,
argues that the Western conception of religion has been limited by an overly institutional
conception of a religion (McGuire, 2007, p. 188). Thus, one of the theoretical starting points
of lived religion consists of recognizing the social construction behind key concepts such as
religion, the sacred, and the divine. The demarcation of these concepts, as understood today,
originates mainly in the Long Reformation, which took place from 1300 to 1700 C.E. The
ongoing Western reform movements, found in both Catholicism and Protestantism,
established, to a great degree, our notion of “what religion is” and ‘how religion is lived’
(McGuire, 2007, p. 189). In subsequence, the conceptual apparatus of contemporary
sociology has suffered, resulting in an inadequate conception of the lived religion of everyday
people. This is further illustrated by McGuire as she highlights the difficulties in studying
religion ethnographically as Western contemporary assumptions become embedded in the
study of religious lives, subsequently obscuring the researcher's ability to grasp the full extent
of religion as lived (McGuire, 2008, p. 22).

Although some definitions of religion are labeled functional or substantive, answering to
either “What religion does and its operations”, or in terms of “Its believed contents”, some
definitions answer to a more narrow or wide conception of religion (Berger, 1974, p. 126).
While it is preferred among some scholars to rely on a more narrow definition of religion,
this study will assume a wider definition, arguing that a wider definition allows for a wider
interpretation of what religion looks like when lived. Inspired by Blumer’s idea of sensitizing
concepts (1969), a wider conceptualization of religion allows the researcher to approach
empirical instances in a less definitive way, regarding the concept through new shapes and
context (Furseth et al, 2005, p. 32; Blumer, 1969). This aligns with the aim of the study, as it
aims to contribute to an unexplored field of research. The definitional foundation of this
study relies on Robert Orsi’s definition of religion, considering it as: the practice of making
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the invisible visible, of concretizing the order of the universe, the nature of human life and its
destiny, and the various dimensions and possibilities of human interiority itself, as these are
understood in various cultures at different times, in order to render them visible and tangible,
present to the senses in the circumstances of everyday life (Orsi, 2005, p. 73; McGuire, 2008,
p. 14). Central to this definition is how humans structure their lives and render the invisible
and intangible into something present to the senses in circumstances of everyday life. In
accordance with lived religion, it seeks to understand how religion is lived through the lives
of everyday people. As such, the theoretical framework of lived religion invites new
interpretations and ways to map out how religion is lived, while at the same time, not
overlooking the lives of those who subscribe to institutional religious beliefs and customs.
This definition of religion allows for a wider conception of ‘who is religious’, as well as,
‘what does lived religion look like’. Moreover, it is useful for this study as it embraces the
various ways in which commemoration is carried out, recognizing commemoration as a
practice contingent on the intangibility and invisibility of the deceased.

3.2 Embodiment and the practical turn
The body is our vehicle for perceiving and interpreting, for knowing and interacting with the
world (McGuire, 2008, p. 216). It is through the body that we perform our daily routine
practices - the various ways we do tasks, such as talking, walking, gesturing and showing
emotions, and so on. With time, these practices may develop a physical, emotional, and
spiritual value, when engaging with them (McGuire, 2008, p. 13). Bodily practices, even the
interior ones, such as contemplation, are dependent on the body. The study of embodiment
encapsulates the various ways in which individuals experience and interact with the
transcendent through their material bodies. Embodiment recognized that even mundane and
seemingly unexceptional activities such as preparing a meal, holding hands, dancing, or
picking flowers, can link materiality with the transcendent (McGuire, 2007, p. 197). Studying
embodiment constitutes a perspective that does not confine religion to the realm of
conditions, that is to say, beliefs, opinions, or theological ideas, but considers the ritual and
expressive activities in which transcendent meanings and understandings are accomplished
through the body (McGuire, 2007, p. 188). In these instances the body is regarded as more
than a means to an end, but rather something integral, engaging senses, evoking memories,
imagination, or connecting with a specific environment. For some people, embodied practices
have the creative potential to transmute pain and emotions, into sources of gratitude, joy,
worshipfulness, or vitality, reflecting a mind-body-spirit experience (McGuire, 2007, p. 197).
Religion, as lived, is constituted by the practices which we use to remember, share, develop,
adapt, enact and create the ‘stories out of which we live’. By looking at the embodied
practices which indicate our lives, it is possible to see how people turn these ‘stories’ into
everyday actions (McGuire, 2007, p. 1). Understanding religion as something lived requires,
then, that we regard the full range of human religious practice, not only as found
institutionally, but equally as we may find it in everyday practice (McGuire, 2007, p. 198).
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When exemplifying embodied practices McGuire (2007) returns to gardening as a significant
practice in the spiritual lives of many people today. McGuire refers to individuals who refer
to gardening as their daily ‘worship service’, or to an older couple whose garden had become
akin to that of a neighborhood shrine, attracting several daily visitors for daily contemplation.
Some neighbors described how the garden enabled them to experience the presence of the
sacred. Embodied practices are further illustrated in studies of ‘feminist spirituality’, where it
has been observed how embodied practices may ritually transform or sacralize aspects of
women’s everyday lives, which otherwise may have been disvalued in the institutional
religious practice. For instance, women’s spirituality was likely to sacralize formerly
denigrated or disvalued areas, such as domestic space, or the physical seasons of a woman’s
life (McGuire, 2007, p. 190). Embodied practices enable the expression and experience of
connection, to the other, to longings, and to life itself (McGuire, 2007, p. 197).

An outcome of the Long Reformation was a strong negative evaluation of everyday religious
practices, deeming certain practices as no longer ‘properly’ religious, specifically those
involving the body and emotions. However, despite the institutional opposition, these
embodied practices were important for everyday people, as it bridged the spiritual realm with
their pragmatic needs of everyday life, such as healing, desires, fertility, or protection from
adversity (McGuire, 2007, p. 189). Reflecting the trajectory of institutional religion, much of
the academic attention has been directed toward the conditions of religiosity, that is,
stereotypes of religious practice, or specific beliefs, opinions, or theological standpoints
(McGuire, 2007, p. 193). This need for a redirected gaze was met during the greater
disciplinary shift known as the practical turn. As one of many disciplines, such as
anthropology, media studies, sociology, and lived religion concedes to this shift. By
addressing the cultural and social practices of ordinary people, the practical turn accounts for
a redirected gaze, turning from the study of institutions, ‘official religion’, doctrines towards
the study of practical lives of everyday people, focusing on ‘what they do (Roeland &
Ganzevoort, 2014, p. 95). The practical turn highlights the aim of lived religion as a theory,
as stated by Ammerman, the study of lived religion is a study of embodied practices
(Ammerman, 2007, p. 23).

3.3 Religion and Materiality
There are many domains to the study of lived religion. Typical foci of study range from
various embodied practices, to the study of emotions, narratives, spirituality, as well as
locality, and materially (Ammerman, 2021, p. 23). Because the focus of this study regards the
experiences of individuals as arranged on a specific site, namely the memory grove, this
section will expand on the applicability of lived religion concerning materiality. While it is
the body that encounters, senses, and manipulates the world, the materiality of it matters.
Materiality and spirituality or religion, have in many instances been regarded as dichotomous,
obscuring the study of materiality in regards to religion. The ‘burden of materiality’ denotes a
commonly inferred religious narratives where humans need emancipation from the material.
On the contrary, Morgan (2010) suggests that we may regard materiality as one of the
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primary frameworks for the study of religion, reasoning that sensations and feeling is a
medium for belief, especially to be recognized within the theory of lived religion.
Considering this aspect, the intention of this section is to outline the various ways in which
religion happens materially.

In the setting of institutional religion, the role of materiality shows itself through the
sacralization of certain spaces or objects, such as buildings, temples, shrines, or books. In
these instances, the material becomes a link to the immaterial, linking the believer to the
divine, sacred, or transcendent through the visible and tangible. Through the perspective of
lived religion, the sacred does not have to be understood in relation to an institution, a belief,
or an experience. Lived religion extends beyond the institutionalized assumption of the
‘sacred’, considering the sacred as anything which represents the transcendent. Therefore,
assuming a link to the transcendent, any object or space may become sacralized (Morgan,
2010, p. 14). The power of material culture resides in its capacity to make physical presence
of what is otherwise absent or distant (Morgan, 2010, p. 15). The place of something sacred
may be used to construct the absence of something, delineating the edge where the tangible
takes leave. This conception is useful when considering the use of burial sites, as they consist
of a demarcated area signaling where the tangible took leave, it is a place that enables the
living to return and ‘visit’ the deceased. Additionally, the conception of materiality is not
limited to objects and spaces, rather, materiality considers how the coalescence of smell,
taste, sound, touch, and sight, all represent elements to our experience of the material
(Morgan, 2010, p. 15. p.18). Similarly, the study of materiality acknowledges concepts,
aesthetic paradigms, emotional patterns, and the practices which make objects or spaces
apprehensible and valuable (Morgan, 2010, p. 18). Studying lived religion through the lens of
materiality entails a way of seeing how aesthetics shape our ways of feeling, sensation, and
modes of perception. Morgan describes material culture to be the skeleton on which through
the world and life of religion takes shape - thought, feeling, and practice are incomplete
without one another. These forms take diverse shapes, ranging from football matches, rock
concerts, hymn singing, domestic devotion, and so on. In common is the potential to generate
and modulate feelings and sensations, which in turn are able to bridge the transcendent
(Morgan, 2010, pp. 18-19).

3.4 The Swedish context
When studying the various facets through which religion is enacted in the lives of everyday
people, Sweden provides an interesting case for the application of lived religion. The relation
between institutional religion and Swedish culture highlights a unique way of ‘doing
religion’, requiring scholars to re-evaluate the common notion of Swede’s proclivity toward
secularity (Åkesson, 1997; Walter, 2005; Thurfjell, 2015). By regarding the specific practices
surrounding death and burial in Sweden, this section aims to illustrate the theoretical basis for
this study, namely, that the study of religion is not confined to the realm of institutional
traditional beliefs, doctrines or practices (McGuire, 2008).
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For most people death constitutes an anomaly, something not belonging to everyday life. An
encounter with death, in any form, is likely to leave an impact of a lasting kind. The setting in
which we engage with the dead, bury the dead, and commemorate the dead, constitutes an
important dimension of our experience of death. Compared to the United States or other
European countries, in Sweden, the main host and facilitator of affairs relating to the death
and burial of people is the Church of Sweden (Möller, 2011, pp. 12-13). As such, the setting
in which most Swedish people experience death is not a secular one, but a institutionally
religious one. The Church of Sweden has the public commission to care for all dead bodies of
all Swedish citizens, regardless of their ideological affiliation (SFS 1990, p. 1144; Bremborg,
2006, p. 275). The Swedish model has been institutionally appropriated, where the Church of
Sweden owns the funeral functions which otherwise are more often provided by private
enterprises or municipalities (with the exception of two municipalities in Sweden, where the
responsibility for these functions has been assumed by the municipalities) (Bremborg, 2006,
p. 275). Through a funeral tax, all citizens are guaranteed a civil or ecclesiastical ceremonial
room for the funeral, as well as optional cremation and a burial site for 25 years (Bremborg,
2006, p. 275). In Sweden, funerals are usually held in a church or chapel, within a cemetery
or crematorium. In 2010, 85% chose to have a pastoral officiant from the Church of Sweden
to provide the ceremony of the funeral. Since then, this number has dropped to 65%,
correlating with a decreasing membership in the Church of Sweden (Åkesson, 1997, p. 26). If
the family of the bereaved request a secular space, such as a parish hall, the church is
responsible for providing such a space (Walter, 2005, p. 181; Möller, 2011, p. 58). However,
there are also secular officiants performing funerary ceremonies on church premises, which,
as reasoned by Walter, reflects a society that is culturally secular, but in which the
institutional church functions as an arm of the state (Walter, 2005, p. 182). The phenomena of
institutional religion in combination with cultural secularity is further addressed by Åkesson,
as she raises the question about the meaning of the religious rituals which still today embalm
the lives of most Swedish people, especially in life’s most distinct transformations: birth,
marriage, and death. Is the church merely an empty requisite, offering a pleasing ambiance,
or does this loyalty to the church express a cultural affinity rooted in something else
(Åkesson, 1997, p. 101; Thurfjell, 2015, p. 21)?

Though it is true that fewer people adhere to the beliefs and customs of traditional
institutional religion, there is reason to question the notion of Sweden being one of the most
secular countries in the world, a familiar conception upheld among academics, popular
culture, and media (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 17). Statistics paint the image of the pews becoming
more vacant as fewer people baptize their infants, less teenagers chose confirmation, and the
number of paying members of the Swedish Church is plummeting (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 18;
Bäckström & Edgardh Beckman & Pettersson, 2000). However, Thurfjell describes the
Swedish ‘religious situation’ as more complex than it appears. For almost two centuries there
has been an ongoing dissolution between the Swedish state and the church, a transformation
aligned with the modernization of Sweden (Furseth et al, 2005, p. 108). Contrary to common
belief, the linear conception of modernization and religious demise has had reason to be
questioned. Instead, most contemporary theories of secularization coalesce in their focus on
the transformation of religion, as opposed to the demise of religion (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 17:
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Furseth et al, 2005, p. 109). In accordance with a study carried out by the European
Commission in 2005, it can be observed how ‘religiosity’ can be expressed without relying
on traditional institutional religious beliefs. In the study, only 23% of Swedes reported
believing that God exists, compared to the European average of 52%. But, when questioned if
Swedes believe in a ‘Spirit’, or ‘God being something within people rather than outside’,
53% answered yes, which was the second to most in Europe (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 25). This
raises questions about what religion actually entails, and how religion may be conceptualized
outside the realm of institutional religion (McGuire, 2008).

While this study, carried out by the European Commission highlights an interesting
component of the Swedish ‘religious situation’, it is the Swedish affinity to the former state
church which highlights the multifacetedness of this phenomenon. Despite the commonness
of involving the church in defining life phases, such as marriage and death, a surprising
majority of the population rarely, if ever, visit the church. In connection to the separation
between the Swedish state and the church, in the year of 2000, statistics report that only 6,2%
of the Swedish population attend church services regularly, which may suggest a low interest
in Christian sentiments. However, in studies ranging back to 1911, statistics demonstrate that
church attendance was between 5% and 11%, depending on regional differences, and in 1928
statistics claim that only 5% of the population regularly attended church services, which
suggests a seemingly unchanged narrative regarding the church attendance of Swedish people
(Thurfjell, 2015, pp. 22-23). Despite these low numbers, a significant majority of Swedish
people are members of the Church of Sweden, or at least rely on it for life rituals (Åkesson,
1997, p. 101). It raises the question of why so many people who never go to church still have
such strong bonds to it. This ‘loyalty’ to the church has been interpreted in various ways. The
Finnish sociologist Susan Sundback (2000) argues that the overall Nordic loyalty towards
their state churches should be considered an expression of national identity. Other
sociologists express similar observations, arguing for membership in the Church of Sweden
as an extension of national citizenship, rather than an act of faith (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 22;
Furseth et al, 2005, p. 142; Åkesson, 1997, p. 101). Sociologist Grace Davie (1994) compares
the Swedish religious identity with other European countries, where she portrays the national
affiliation to the state church as based on either belonging or believing. She makes the case
that the post-Christian British population is best described as ‘believing without belonging’ to
the state church. In contrast, Davie described the Swedish population as ‘belonging without
believing’ to the church. (Thurfjell, 2015, p. 22, Davie, 1994). Another explanation to why
people inhabit a strong bond to the church is given by historian Jørgen Jensen (1995),
referring to the idea of a symbolic church. For Jensen, the symbolic church is not merely a
building to enter, but rather a culturally integrated concept composed of history, culture,
myth, and collective consciousness, connecting the present with the past. The symbolic
church is made manifest by the church building, yet, it is not submitted to the
institutionalized dogmas and rules of the church. As such, to be born, married, or buried
within the walls of the church constitutes an expression of cultural affiliation, they are acts
devoted to the symbolic church, rather than the Church of Sweden (Åkesson, 1997, p. 101;
Jensen 1995).
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The assembly of theories discerning the underpinnings of the Swedish ‘religious situation’
are exemplary for demonstrating how religion can be conceptualized and lived, outside the
realm of traditional institutional religion. In fact, these theories provide a conceptual
apparatus, in line with lived religion, which invites new interpretations and ways to map out
how religion is lived, while at the same time, not overlooking the lives of those who
subscribe to institutional religious beliefs and customs.
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4. Methodological considerations

4.1 The epistemological standpoint
The approach of a study answers to what constitutes a scientific explanation, it represents the
epistemological standpoint. This study takes the approach of empirical phenomenology
(Aspers, 2009, p. 2). The fundamental starting point of phenomenology is perception, the
ability to discern certain things or facts (Danermark & Ekström & Karlsson, 2019, p. 177;
Husserl, 2012). Accordingly, the phenomenologist describes and interprets the social world,
including the human experience and the different ways in which things present themselves
through this experience. Empirical phenomenology desires to explore the social world,
reflecting the meaning structures of the actor, or the cause of them (Aspers, 2009, p. 8;
Sokolowski, 2000, p. 2; Seamon, 2018, p. 8). Whilst acknowledging the role of theory,
empirical phenomenology places the actor’s perspective in the center of analysis (Aspers,
2009, p. 1).

By attaining insight into phenomena present in the social reality of individuals, this method is
concerned with gaining a deeper understanding of what Husserl came to describe as the life
world (Husserl, 2012). The life world is the everyday structure through which human
immersion in the world unfolds, it is the day-to-day world of, usually unnoticed, phenomena
(Seamon, 2018, p. 12). The life world is the world as seen from the participant's point of view
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, p. 46; Lamont & Swidler 2014). The conception of a universal
reality is thus rejected, assuming the notion that different individuals perceive and experience
situations differently. Similarly, the life world is reflective of one individual’s experience of a
specific situation, as opposed to what ‘actually’ occurred during this situation. The life world,
or reality as experienced by the individual, can be understood as a different way of
structuring meaning. Meaning is explained by Aspers (2012) to come in structures, wherein
meaning attains meaning in relation to other meanings. This process of the individual
meaning constitution is best studied, according to Aspers, through qualitative methods
(Aspers, 2009, p. 3). Because language is the primary vehicle for expressing attitudes, it is
also constituent of our main medium of meaning. According to Schütz, the most vital means
of transmitting meaning is verbal communication (Schütz, 1962, p. 55). This conception is
reflected in the aim of this study, as it places the experience of the respondent at center of
focus. By means of qualitative interviews, the aim is to understand how meaning is
constructed in the life of the respondent (Schütz, 1976, p. 126; Aspers. 2009, p. 4).

The usefulness of qualitative interviews for this study is demonstrated in its primary ability to
establish knowledge about their experience of the memory grove (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014,
p. 143). Qualitative methods provide the respondents with the possibility to convey their own
life in a detailed way, allowing them to acknowledge, formulate and communicate their own
experiences (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, p. 77). In addition, the qualitative method provides a
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wide basis of knowledge, as it reveals the social and emotional dimensions of how
experiences are transmitted. The researcher may observe how respondents react with
confusion or disapproval to specific questions, or respond with confidence or pensiveness, or
be filled with joy or sorrow when articulating a specific experience, thus, providing a wide
basis of knowledge. Additionally, the qualitative method allows the researcher to approach
more sensitive topics, assuming the discretion and sensitivity of the interviewer (Robertson &
Jay & Welch, 1997, p. 763; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014) .

The knowledge generated in qualitative interviews is produced through the socially
constructed interaction between interviewee and interviewer (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, p.
77). It should be noted that this knowledge is not given or discovered, rather, it is actively
created through the authored questions and answers from the interviewee and the interviewer.
The production of knowledge continues in transcription, coding, and analysis, a process
which itself is shaped by the specific procedures and techniques applied (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2014, pp. 77-78). In comparison to quantitative methods, the qualitative method
does not rely on mechanically prescribed rules, but rather, on the proficiency and discernment
of the researcher. Contrary to the positivist's notion that scientificity can be guaranteed by
following strictly specified rules, qualitative methods cannot be conceptualized in strict
methodological prescriptions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, p. 87; Bourdieu, 1996). The
implication of this does not impede with the necessity of implementing technique and
knowledge in qualitative methods, however, as argued by Kvale and Brinkman, among
others, the qualitative interview may be better conceptualized as a handicraft, than a method
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, pp. 85-87; Bourdieu 1996). While explicit regulations for how
qualitative interviews should be performed is likely to marginalize the personal intuition,
flexibility, and creativity, which largely defines the handicraft of interviewing, Kvale and
Brinkmann still argue that poor handicraft results in deficient social scientific research (Kvale
& Brinkmann, 2014, p. 89). Correspondingly, Kvale and Brinkmann assert that adherence to
mere methodological prescriptions is not a guarantee of validity, instead, the handicraft of
interviewing demands experience and expertise as it continuously develops and matures. For
this reason, qualitative interviewing demands the researcher to demonstrate coherent
transparency in the research process, acknowledging the situated assessments that direct the
technique and implementation of the study (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, pp. 89-90).

4.2 Interview design
Unlike previous research, the present study will give a perspective that has been vacant from
sociological inquiry relating to death and bereavement, as it considers the lived experiences
of those who use memory groves for commemoration. With the scientific field apparently
vacant, regarding experiences and usage of memory groves, data collection through
qualitative interviews is deemed the most useful method for mapping the field, before
advancing the wider analysis of the phenomena (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 82). Qualitative
interviews are useful when studying meaning-making, attitudes, opinions, and experiences of
individuals; they are able to unravel the so-called life world of the participants, the world as
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seen from the participant's point of view (Lamont & Swidler 2014; Kvale & Brinkmann,
2014). The purpose of deep interviews is mainly to create an environment for an open
conversation, relating to certain specific themes, to take place. By creating a relaxed
environment, the goal of the researcher is to make the participant elaborate or reflect over
their experiences and views regarding specific questions or themes. The model of the
interview creates a dynamic environment where the participant is able to elaborate in those
areas where they feel that they have more to say, or where the researcher is interested in
certain details. Subsequently, these interviews often take unexpected directions, sometimes
providing content that was not anticipated, allowing digressions of different kinds (Tjora &
Torhell,  2012, pp. 80-81, 84).

In order to attain a dynamic environment, the interviews were structured according to three
phases. Initially, respondents were asked questions that set a practical and visual context (e.g.
What does the memory grove look like?), questions that demand little reflection from the
participants. In continuation, so-called Grand Tour questions were asked, where participants
were asked to give a verbal tour of something which they know well (e.g. Describe your last
visit to the memory grove?) (Spradley, 1979, pp. 86-88). This enabled further follow-up
questions, where inquiries about certain elements or experiences could be obtained (Spradley,
1979, pp. 86-88). Upon progression of the interviews, it was possible to identify recurring
features which presented themselves in the usage of memory grove among the participants.
These were used iteratively, as reference points when conferring with the remaining
participants about their usage of the memory grove (Kvale & Brink, 2014, p. 145; Spradley,
1979, pp. 86-88; Leech, 2002, p. 667). Lastly, I asked about the readiness of the participant to
conclude the interview, or if there were further reflections or additions. Apart from enabling a
respectful and sensitive conclusion, this proved to be a recurring beneficial element to the
interviews, as it often prompt the participant to new digressions of thought, or the realization
of a repressed memory or experience (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 87; Ryen, 2004).

Qualitative interviews require a devotion from the participant unlike other social scientific
means of gathering data. Because the qualitative interview is interactive, it requires a social
and emotional commitment from the participant. In light of this, it is essential that the
participant feels respected in their participation in the study, especially when concerning
sensitive topics. When conducting an interview it is important to create an emancipated
environment where the participant feels free to express their experiences and opinions
without discomfort or fear of disappointing the researcher. This can be achieved by verbally
affirming the value of their participation, but also through alleviating the space of distractions
or tension, creating a socially and emotionally comfortable space (further described in 4.6.2.
Validity; Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 93). Conducting interviews requires an awareness that
some topics are more exhausting than others, which may strain the emotional energy of both
the participant and the conductor of the interview (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p, 83; Håland,
2008, p. 28). In subsequence, the researcher needs to be aware of the emotional energy of the
participant, knowing when to conclude and when to proceed.
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4.2.1 Saturation
The total number of interviews conducted in this study was seven. Saturation is used in
qualitative research as a criterion taken to indicate that, based on the gathered data, further
data collection is unnecessary. However, uncertainty exists as to how saturation should be
conceptualized (Saunders & Sim & Kingtone & Baker & Waterfield, 2018, p. 1893). This
study assumes saturation as a matter of ‘degree’, rather than an exact ‘point’, which
acknowledges that there is always potential for ‘new data’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). This
approach enables the researcher to interpret a certain degree of saturation, where additional
data can be deemed counterproductive for the progress of the study (Saunders et al, 2018, p.
1900; Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 136). This study does not regard the quantity of interviews
as a means of reaching saturation, but rather, the degree to which saturation is accomplished
within the interviews, regarding the participant's ability to convey their experiences of the
memory grove. The total number of seven interviews offered a high degree of saturation
regarding the exploration of how the memory groves are used as sites of commemoration.

4.3 Sampling procedure and sample
Sampling procedures in qualitative research is an essential aspect of the research design.
Because qualitative sampling is not as rigidly prescribed as with quantitative research, the
theoretical basis for the sampling procedure carries great influence for the replicability and
interpretation of a study (Coyne, 1997, p. 623). The informants in this study have been
sampled according to three types of sampling: purposive sampling, convenience sampling,
and snowball sampling (Wengraf, 2001, pp. 102-103; Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 140; Coyne,
1997, p. 624). The relation between the individual and the memory grove constitutes the most
central criterion for this study. Therefore, the study requires every participant to have an
acquaintance or relative buried in a memory grove. In addition, three other criteria were
implemented with reference to the ethical dimensions of the study. These criteria are the
following: the respondent had to be at least forty years old, ten years had passed since the
memory grove was taken into use, and the deceased had to die an ‘expected’ death (see
further details in Ethical considerations 4.7.1). When using purposive sampling participants
are chosen because they have particular features that will enable further understanding of the
themes which the researchers aim to study, the sample is chosen purposely as opposed to
randomly. Purposive sampling can also be referred as judgment sampling or criterion-based
sampling, but purposive is the term most commonly used in literature. These sample criteria
can range from socio-demographic characteristics to specific behaviors, roles or experiences
(Coyne, 1997, p. 624; Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Convenience sampling can be a practical
necessity when the study is constrained by time or financial resources. Convenience sampling
entails the enrollment of participants through open requests communicated publically or
through social networks. Several of the participants were acquaintances or friends of relatives
or neighbors (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 140). With regards to the ethical concerns of this
study it was deemed beneficial that several of the respondents were within social proximity of
me, as this enabled a higher degree of trust and security between the respondent and the
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researcher. This may constitute a critique towards the validity of the study, as it can be argued
that acquaintanceship may infer with the trustworthiness of the results. This view is opposed
as I hold that acquaintanceship favors the security of the participants, thus favoring the
validity of the study (see further details in Validity 4.6.2; Aspers, 2009, p. 5). Lastly, snowball
sampling was implemented. This is a sampling procedure where the researcher asks the
respondents to recommend further individuals for participation, enabling research to access a
strand of respondents effectively, simultaneously maintaining trust and legitimacy (Trost &
Torhell,  2012, p. 141).

4.4. Data collection

4.4.1 Interview guide
An interview guide is a valuable tool in a semi-structured interview as it hinges on the usage
of specific themes or recurring points of discussion, which enables theoretical continuity
throughout the research process (Smith & Shinebourne, 2012, p. 76). The interview guide
was constructed exploratively, using mainly open-ended questions, addressing the following
themes: Choosing the memory grove, Visiting the memory grove, and lastly, Concluding
reflections (see more in 4.2 Material). The thematization of the interview guide allows the
researcher to align the intention of the interview with the research question, and map the
theoretical areas which the interview intends to investigate (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014, p.
147). During the interviews, some respondents provided elaborate accounts of their
experiences and attitudes, in other instances follow-up questions were necessary to specify or
expand their responses. The interview guide can be found in Appendix 1.

4.4.2 Interview proceedings
The interviews were conducted in Swedish, and out of the seven interviews, two took place
on a video call application (Zoom). The participants were all briefed by telephone or email
about the specifics of the interview. I also requested that they choose a place for the interview
in which they feel comfortable and without distraction. All participants were offered the
option to conduct the interview online, however, only two decided on this due to proximity.
Most of the participants suggested that I interview them in their homes, which also benefited
the ethical nature of the study (see Ethical Considerations 4.7; Butler & Copnell & Hall,
2019, p. 425). Every interview was enveloped in both an initial discussion about the purpose
of the study and more informal inquiries, which helped to establish a safer space, and a
discussion post-interview, where I expressed thankfulness and assurance of the significance
of their contributions (Håland 2008, p. 28; Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 85; Ryen, 2004).

4.5 Analysis
In order to gain an understanding of experiences relating to the memory grove
semi-structured interviews were conducted. The framework of analysis was thematic analysis
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as framed by Braun and Clarke (2006). Thematic analysis is a widely used method which is
used to identify, analyze and report patterns (or themes) within certain data. It offers an
accessible form of analysis, which does not require the same detailed technical and
theoretical apparatus as grounded theory or discourse analysis. In contrast to other methods, it
minimally organizes and describes the data set in rich detail. On the other hand, thematic
analysis often expands the data by interpreting various aspects of a research topic, also
converting large bodies of data into manageable units of analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.
6). An important facet of thematic analysis is clarity in process and practice of method.
Insufficient detail makes it difficult to evaluate the research as we do not know what
assumptions were made in order to analyze their data (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 7). Thematic
analysis does not subscribe to the realistic view of ‘themes emerging from data’, or ‘giving
voice to the respondents’, as it neglects the interpretative component of the researcher.
Instead of denying the active role of the research, thematic analysis entails the interpretation
of themes, regarding interpretation as something selective rather than exhaustive or intrinsic
to the material (Braun & Clarke, 2006, pp. 7-8).

4.5.1 The analytical process
The thematic analysis of this study was inspired by the six phases of analysis as presented by
Braun and Clarke (2006). The initial step of the analysis entails familiarization with the data.
However, because the data was gathered through interactive means (interviews), familiarity
with the material was initiated upon conducting the first interview, implying the process of
familiarization to be consistent throughout the entire study. The data corpus consisted of
approximately 5 hours of recorded material which was in turn transcribed, resulting in 63
pages of transcription. The material was converted into written form in its entirety through
full verbatim with the aim of retaining the original nature of the material (Braun & Clarke,
2006). Transcribing the data constitutes a “key phase of data analysis” (Bird, 2005, p. 227),
as it represents a way of interacting and immersing oneself into the material, rather than
merely ‘putting words on paper’ (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 17). Further, the material was
repeatedly revised by reading in an active manner, also revising the audio for accuracy
(Braun & Clarke, 2006. p. 16).

Becoming familiar with the data consisted of an iterative process of reflecting over the data
as well as reacting to the data, which generates initial ideas about the content of the material.
This way of assessing the data involves the elementary production of codes. Coding was
performed according to Braun and Clarke’s notion of ‘data-driven’ (inductive) coding, where
the codes and themes are closely linked to the data itself, subsequently leaving the research
question open for evolvement during the coding process. This is opposed to theory-driven
(deductive) coding where specific research questions guide the coding scheme. While the
study is inductive, induction is rarely clear-cut, as the researcher is always exposed to certain
theoretical and epistemological commitments, thereby coding is never performed in an
epistemological vacuum (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 12, 18).
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The material was coded using the qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) Deedose which
allowed efficiency and convenience when assorting and layering codes into codes, themes
and sub-themes. The research questions were constructed to narrate the structure of the
themes, and adhering sub-themes and codes. The initial step consisted of coding the material.
Codes were subsequently sorted into potential themes, considering the relation between the
different codes and the aim of the study: exploring how the memory grove is used as a site of
commemoration (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 19). For instance, codes such as Social norms,
Respecting the grove, Respecting other visitors, Visiting collectively, Visiting alone, were
assorted under the theme The memory grove as a social space, as the codes related to various
experiences and ideas relating to how the respondent experiences and views the social
dimensions of the memory grove. In the selection of codes, it is important to note that the
keyness of a theme is not dependent on the quantifiable measure, that is its frequency, but in
terms of whether it captures something essential regarding the research aim (Braun & Clarke,
2006, p. 10). When allocating the codes into larger sets of themes, the collated data extracts
belonging to each theme were revised in order to locate an internal narrative that represents
the essence of each theme. For example, codes relating to experiences where the deceased
enacted a strong sensation, such as feeling close to the deceased, feeling moral obligations
towards the deceased, or prompting shared memories, were gathered under the sub-theme
Continued Bonds. These themes were in turn ordered according to the broader overall ‘story’
of the themes, where certain main and sub-themes could be distinguished (Braun & Clarke,
2006, p. 23). Lastly, the two research questions were constructed, summarizing the structure
of the main themes, sub-themes and codes. This is demonstrated in Figure 1, illustrating how
codes were categorized into sub-themes, which are located under main themes, and
consequently adhering to two overarching research questions. As such, the research questions
were constructed to narrate the structure of the themes and sub-themes, capturing the essence
of their content.
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4.6 Reliability and validity
The concepts of reliability and validity were developed within the natural sciences. Because
the epistemological basis of qualitative methods differs from quantitative methods, these
concepts must be understood in the conduct of qualitative inquiry (Richie & Lewis &
Nicholls & Ormston, 2013, p. 270). Essentially, validity and reliability concern the credibility
of the scientific findings of a study (Lecompte & Goetz, 1982, p. 31; Creswell & Miller,
2000, p. 124).

4.6.1 Reliability
Reliability is generally understood to concern the replicability of scientific findings, in the
sense that a replicated study may yield similar results as a foregone study. However, the
extent to which this is an appropriate measure of credibility within qualitative research has
been questioned according to several counts (Angrosino, 2007, pp. 58–59; Lincoln & Guba,
1985). In order to bridge the essence of reliability with qualitative research, several
academics employ aligning concepts such as trustworthiness (Glaser & Strauss, 1967),
consistency (Hammersley, 1992), and dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It is difficult to
reconcile qualitative research and reliability because traditional reliability presumes that
human characteristics can be measured as a constant. Human characteristics do not exist in
themselves but can best be described through what we do and what we think, which put them
in a trajectory of constant motion and change. Thus, replicating a study with the same
respondents is likely to yield a different result from the former one, due to the simple fact that
humans are constantly changing and developing new thoughts and behaviors (Trost &
Torhell, 2012, p. 131). Reliability in qualitative studies may therefore be better
conceptualized through a measure of credibility (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 132). Further,
credibility in qualitative research is two-fold as it requires internal credibility towards how
the material is analyzed and external credibility with regards to how the material has been
gathered (Lecompte & Goetz, 1982, p. 32). In an interview study like this one, credibility can
be achieved by accounting for the methodological positioning (see The Empisteomological
standpoint 4.1), and the ways in which the material has been collected and analyzed (see Data
collection 4.4 and Analysis 4.5) (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 134). Therefore, this study aims to
exhibit internal and external credibility by providing close accounts of the sampling and
interview procedures, the usage of the interview guide, the methodological approach, and
through what means the material is analyzed. In addition, results will be presented by
exhibiting excerpts from the material which will depict the empirical basis of the analysis.

4.6.2 Validity
The primary question of validity concerns the occurrence to which the results of the study are
appropriately reflecting the phenomena which is being examined (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p.
133; Ritchie et al., 2013, p. 273). The researcher is able to strengthen the validity by making
sure phenomena are labeled in ways reflecting the meaning assigned by respondents, and
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ensuring that the analytical construction remains authentic to the original material Ritchie et
al., 2013, p. 274; Hammersley, 1992, p. 274). Further, within qualitative methods validity can
be compromised as respondents are likely to experience themselves ‘at risk’ before the
interview setting, which may grow an interest in representing themselves in a certain way.
Schutze recognizes this to be one of the key concerns with the validity of qualitative research
(Wengraf, 2001, pp. 116-117; Schutze 1970). In order to counteract this scenario, I deemed it
valuable to spend informal time with the respondent before the interview began in order to
establish social or emotional ease and diminish the initial tension which may arise between
two strangers (). This was implemented by spending up to an hour with the participant before
the initiation of the formal interview. This period of time often consisted of them sharing
about their lives, or offering refreshments (if visiting their residence or work), or myself
personally sharing about my research process. Diminishing the insecurities or concerns about
self-representation of the respondents is an important aspect of validity, but also of ethics, as
it may aid the interview to become less demanding. Lastly, familiarization with the
respondent ties into another dimension of validity, namely the translation of interviews from
Swedish to English. It is inescapable that all qualitative interview transcriptions, especially
those involving translation, will compromise meaning (Clark & Birkhead & Fernandez &
Egger, 2017, p. 1754). While validity can be strengthened through the usage of multiple
translators, debriefing, or back-translations, such techniques were beyond the scope of
resources of the study (Clark et al,. 2017, p. 1758). Meanwhile, other means of validity were
attained, such as familiarity between the researcher and the interview topic, context of the
interviews, and culture of the participants (Clark et al,. 2017, p. 1757). Similarly, spending
time with the participants allows for a more elaborated comprehension of their social and
physical universe, increasing the understanding of associations and resonance of words and
phrases, and decreasing the likelihood of miscommunication (Bradby, 2002, p. 843).

4.7 Ethical considerations
The ethical dimensions of this study heed to the Swedish Ethical Review Authority according
to the principles of respect, organization, truthfulness, and credibility (Vetenskapsrådet,
2017). Before the initiation of the study, I was in close correspondence with my supervisor
regarding the ethical consideration of my study with regards to elements as: elaborated
ethical reflection and formulation, sampling criteria, and interview guide. This is summarized
in an informal application for ethical approval in Appendix 3. Because the study concerns
experiences relating to memory groves, memories, and emotions of bereavement will exist
close at hand for the participant. When gathering data that may relate to the experience of
one’s death it can evoke sad memories or generate overwhelming emotions (Davies et al.,
1995; Dyregrov, 2004; Kavanaugh & Ayres, 1998; Williams et al., 2008, p. 199). These
concerns emphasize the mandate for a sensitive and ethical structure regarding all research
relating to people who are exposed to bereavement (Robertson et al., 1997, p. 763).
Furthermore, as qualitative interviews are usually open-ended, allowing the participants to
raise relevant issues, a semi-structured interview with a bereaved person may probe
unintended upsetting emotions or stigmatizing information about the deceased or other
individuals (Williams & Woodley & Bailey & Burgio, 2008, p. 199). Therefore, to a greater
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extent, ethical consideration presumes the presence of active ethical rationality, independent
of formal legal requirements, which permeates every facet of designing, implementing, and
concluding a qualitative study (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 22).

Before the initiation of the study, the use of a pilot interview proved to be a valuable asset,
which enabled the research process to be more reflexive and transparent, sanctioning further
reflection of the ethical dimensions, which ultimately diminishes the risk of harm to
participants (Steeves & Kahn & Ropka & Wise, 2001; Williams et al., 2008, p. 200; Clarke,
2006; Cook, 1995). The pilot interview was constituted by having four individuals, who have
family members resting at the memory grove, construe the interview guide and attest if the
questions were at risk of generating discomfort or sorrowful emotions.

4.7.1 Ethical concerns regarding sampling procedure
The recruitment strategy is a key element in the design of a study, wherein enrolling
participants in socially sensitive research may be one of the most challenging ethical and
methodological issues of a study (Chiang & Keatinge & Williams, 2001; Stroebe, 2002;
Williams et al., 2008, p. 204). Timing composes an essential aspect of any research which
relates to bereaved participants (Addington-Hall & McPherson, 2001; McPherson &
Addington-Hall, 2004; Williams et al., 2008, p. 208). In addition, the timing of post-death
interviews constitutes a major ethical concern that requires sensitivity and consideration. It is
important to note that there will always be an individual response to death, which means that
the response and capacity to cope with bereavement will vary from individual to individual.
Although bereavement has been defined as the period of time following a loss when the
effects of the loss are deeply felt, the emotional readjustment following this life event may
continue for several years (Steeves et al., 2001, p. 75; Williams et al., 2008, p. 208). When
the bereaved undergoes loss there can be instances when the institutional anchors are
disrupted, those normative relationships that socially and emotionally tie a person to others
and legitime their place in the world. In these situations, the protective boundaries around the
self are dismantled, as the individual becomes more exposed to social scrutiny and
self-incrimination (Vaughan, 1985; Williams et al., 2008, p. 215). Even if grief may never
fully cease, grief is episodic and, in most cases, less intense with time (Butler et al., 2019, p.
226). In order to minimize the emotional impact of the interviews, participation was limited
to cases where demise had taken place at least ten years prior to the study. Similarly, the
nature of the death may affect if the bereaved experience a more complicated or prolonged
process of grief (Jordan, 2001, p. 91). In response, a criterion was established requiring that
the deceased had passed in a way that can be deemed ‘expected’, thus neglecting so-called
unexpected, or ‘sudden deaths’, such as suicide, homicide, or fatal accidents. By limiting
participation to a ten-year time-span, and the requirement of ‘expected’ death, the study
adheres to the essential ethics of timing, which is principal in any qualitative study
comprehending bereaved participants (Addington-Hall & McPherson, 2001; McPherson &
Addington-Hall, 2004; Williams et al., 2008, p. 208).
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4.7.2 Ethical concerns regarding the interview procedure
The interview setting is an essential aspect of the ethical concern when interviewing
individuals who are bereaved. In every qualitative method, the relationship between
researcher and participant is asymmetrical, which demands a high awareness of the social
dynamic which is at play during the interview (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 30). This
asymmetric relation can be alleviated by making the respondent comfortable and validated
during the interviews (Ryen, 2004; Tjora, 87). Indeed, the potential for role conflict is
significant in cases of where qualitative and behavioral research entails a therapeutic
ambiance, which may predispose the participants to cast the researcher into the role of a
therapist (Davies et al., 1995, p. 96; Williams et al., 2008, p. 218). In the experience of the
participant, the face-to-face interview with an attentive researcher is to some regard
indistinguishable from a therapy session, however, I as the researcher is responsible for
sustaining this boundary through how I conduct my interview (Rosenblatt, 1995; Williams et
al., 2008, p. 217).

The conclusion of the interview has the potential to affect the overall experience for the
respondent, which requires that good judgment is implemented in order to prevent a
potentially damaging or harmful abrupt finalization of the interview. By implementing good
judgment, and by asking the participant for their readiness to conclude the session, the
researcher can avoid abrupt conclusions, which may otherwise cause damage or hurt to the
respondent (Robertson et al., 1997, p. 763; Williams et al., 2008, p. 223). Subsequent to this
element, and at the ending of the interview a post-interview discussion was initiated, where
participants were asked what they thought and felt about the interview, and where I expressed
gratitude for their participation (Ryen, 2004; Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 87). Because
participation in the study may raise new thoughts or questions, which in turn can express
themselves in negative emotions, this eventuality was accommodated by providing contact
information to external helplines (Anhörighetslinjen, Äldrelinjen, Jourhavande Präst). While
it is important that the researcher does not vacate immediately after an interview, I was aware
that an extended stay or involvement in the participant's daily life may induce confusion,
leading the participant to regard me as a friend or confidant rather than a researcher (Butler et
al,. 2019, p. 230).

Upon initial contact, participants were acknowledged about the purpose of the study and
about their right to withdraw consent of participation at any given time. This was
corroborated by providing a document of agreement of participation. Subsequent to recording
and transcribing data, all material has been stored inaccessible for unauthorized access.
Before initiating the study all respondents were informed that the names and traceable
features (districts, corporations, et cetera) would be de-identified, in order to prevent the
possibility of backtracking.
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5. Result and Analysis

5.1 Maintaining a post-mortem relation at the memory grove

In what ways are post-mortem relations maintained at the memory grove? This analysis will
unravel the dimensions through which post-mortem relations are maintained through the
commemorative usage of the memory groves. The analysis begins by addressing continued
bonds (Klass et al., 2014), a concept that assumes the post-mortem relationship between the
survivor and the deceased. This is elaborated by addressing three different ways in which
continued bonds are enacted between the deceased and the survivor. Second, the analysis
concerns the role of post-mortem rituals and how the respondents experience the effect of
rituals, and how rituals facilitate post-mortem relations. This section raises three ways to
consider the role of ritualization regarding the memory groves.

5.1.1 Continued bonds
The death of a person does not necessarily imply the death of a relationship. The material
suggests that respondents experience and maintain a continued bond with the deceased. There
is a multitude of reasons why someone would visit the memory grove. In several accounts,
the respondents described their visit to the memory grove as synonymous with ‘meeting’ the
deceased. Throughout the material, there seems to exist an idea of visiting the deceased as if
they are recipients of our presence. In this section, this phenomenon will be further examined
with regard to the idea of continued bonds, the concept of a continuous relation between the
survivor and the deceased. This tripartite analysis will scrutinize how respondents experience
and develop a continued bond with the deceased, shedding light on the social, emotional and
ontological assumptions that the bereaved negotiate as they commemorate on the memory
grove. By drawing from the theory of lived religion I have developed two concepts that will
be employed in order to highlight an essential difference in the continued bonds amongst the
respondents. A horizontal relation suggests a bond that embodies reciprocity, an interactive
dynamic where the individual experiences exchange between the deceased and themselves,
lacking hierarchy. In contrast, a vertical relation entails a superior bond between the deceased
and the survivor. This bond lacks the sense of reciprocity but is experienced by the survivor
as a unilateral enactment of moral obligations, accountability, or feelings of guilt. The
concepts emphasize how the absent has the capacity to influence the present in various ways.
In addition, I will make use of the theoretical concept of sacred spaces and sacred objects,
which highlights how a determined space or object may manifest that which is absent. Thus,
the sacred space or object holds an extended meaning, beyond its everyday meaning, which
ultimately functions to enact the presence of the absent. The analysis will provide excerpts
that further elaborate on how this is realized in the lives of the respondents.
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The Feeling of Being Close - “Hello, now I’m here Mom”
Feeling close to another person is not an experience that necessarily implies the proximity
between two individuals. As respondents were asked about why they visited the memory
grove, several respondents spoke about the desire to ‘be with’ the deceased. The physical
absence of an individual is an inevitable aspect of loss. However, while the death of an
individual terminates their physical presence, the interviews suggest that another form of
presence may endure. In some instances, the informants expressed how this continuation of
presence, specifically the experience of closeness, is made possible by visiting the memory
grove. The ‘horizontal’ nature of feeling close is considered a form of reciprocal bond, where
the survivor attends to the deceased, and in turn, experiences closeness. In the following
account, Camilla elaborates how the memory grove enables the feeling of being close to her
mother, and how she is able to speak with her mother when visiting the memory grove:

I believe it [visiting the memory grove] became an important part of the
grieving period, that I, or we, would be close to her. Because that is what it
really feels like, even to this day, when I am there I feel closer to Mom. That
is why I tell my sister: ‘Should we go to Mom?’, when I am really implying a
visit to the memory grove [...] It feels like I can talk with my mother. I say:
’Hello, now I’m here Mom’ (Camilla)

Drawing from her experiences during the early period of grief, Camilla explains how the
memory grove has made possible the feeling of closeness to her deceased mother. The
excerpt shows how the absence of her mother is temporarily opposed as she unites with the
memory grove, a space that allows her to experience the presence of her mother. Regarding
the social interaction between Camilla and her deceased mother, it can be seen to resemble an
actual physical encounter, where Camilla greets her by saying “Hello, now I’m here Mom '',
and bids farewell by “Goodbye Mom!”. Despite the physical absence of Camilla’s mother,
the memory grove constitutes a space where Camilla feels free to verbally manifest the
presence of her mother as if she was there in person. By regarding the memory grove as a
sacred place it may be explained why Camilla, and other respondents, decide to verbally
address the deceased. A sacred space is constituted by a demarcated space that is
representative or manifest for the invisible, the absent, the intangible. In addition, a sacred
space allows or prompts emotions or actions unique to this space. Considering the overall
material, the presence or closeness of the deceased is made manifest when the respondent
speaks to the deceased. In several instances, it was referenced that visiting the memory grove
‘allows’ the respondents to talk to their deceased, thus enabling closeness. This was
expressed when respondents explained how they could yearn to visit the memory grove in
order to “talk with” the deceased. In a narrative of institutional religion, a believer may attend
church or the mosque in order to experience transcendent presence, or in order to pray (talk)
with the divine. Drawing parallels to the memory grove, similar processes seem to be at hand,
where the survivor may rely on the memory grove, in order to enact presence and closeness
with the absent, that is, the deceased.
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The material accounts for various ways in which the sense of ‘being close’ is enacted. In the
following excerpt, Camilla explains how she experiences the presence of her mother through
the tangible and visible material surroundings of the memory grove:

We may sit at the grove in the spring, when there are many birds bathing or
drinking from the fountain, and we say ‘That bird is probably Mom and she
is here to tell us something!’, haha! And just like that we sit there and talk to
the bird, thinking it is our mother. [...] At other times I will go and visit them
during a time where I would have met them if they were alive. It sort of
becomes a way to ‘meet’ them. (Camilla)

This example demonstrates how memory grove may have an enchanting effect resulting in an
emotionally intrusive experience for those visiting. While the ashes of Camilla’s mother have
been dispersed anonymously on the grove, Camilla’s experience witness to a different
conception. In her understanding, it appears that the ashes and the entirety of the memory
grove, including its organic elements (bushes, plants, animals, et cetera), are incorporated
into one enchanted entity. The space of the memory grove is experienced as a transcendent
reality where the deceased can be recognized to live on, through the grove, consequently
explaining how a bird is able to convey the presence of Camilla’s mother.

The relation between Camilla and her mother is further enacted by visiting the grave on
occasions when she would have met them if they were alive. By attending the memory grove
during these occasions, Camilla is narrating the memory of her deceased parents, staying
close to the traditions which they had established before their demise. As Camilla
incorporates post-mortem practices with the memories of their pre-mortem relation, a
representation of continued bonds appears. A desire to maintain a continued presence of the
deceased highlights the horizontal bond which exists between Camilla and her deceased
parents. The closeness that Camilla experiences when engaging with the memory grove
entitles their bond to be horizontal, demonstrating how Camilla's attendance at the memory
grove allows a sense of closeness and presence of her parents, thus maintaining a
post-mortem relation with them. The bond can be described as horizontal in terms of the
reciprocity that Camilla experiences when engaging with the memory grove. These excerpts
demonstrate how Camilla’s simultaneous attendance and beliefs in the grove, allow her to
experience a sense of closeness and presence of her parents, thus, maintaining the
post-mortem relation with them.

They See Me - “What does Peter think about us, now that we are here?”
While the living body moves, eats, speaks, listens, and walks, the dead body is both passive,
silent and absent. As such, it can be asked to what extent the deceased may influence the lives
of the living. Despite the passivity, silence, and absence of the deceased, the material
indicated various ways in which the dead make themselves present, shaping the lives of the
living. In terms of lived religion, this phenomenon sheds light on how people relate to that
which is invisible and absent, yet personally impacting.
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Some respondents associate the memory grove with moral obligations. An experience
expressed in the material was of the liability derived from the memory grove, or more
specifically, liability derived from the deceased that rest on the memory grove. From the
instance of lived religion, this phenomenon can be described in terms of a vertical bond,
denoting a bond where the survivor may experience an expectation or obligation to act a
certain way, deriving from the deceased. Despite the absence of the deceased, a vertical bond
highlights how the survivor may experience accountability towards the deceased as if the
dead were still present in the lives of the living. The vertical bond may impose a moral order
which if not submitted to, may enact feelings of guilt or shame. In the setting of institutional
religion, this can be observed in instances where believers are submitted to a moral order,
ordained by the divine. A similar phenomenon can be located in the bonds between the
respondents and the deceased. In an excerpt from Elias, he ponders how his deceased friend
would have felt about Elias's visit to the memory grove:

I have actually thought about this quite a lot… What does Peter [the
deceased] think about us, now that we are here? [...] I have been thinking
about it… What would Peter have said? (Elias)

Throughout the interview with Elias, Peter [Elias's deceased friend] is used as a moral
sounding board, with which Elias investigates various situations. The memory grove
constitutes a place where the continued bond of Peter and Elias is made present, as can be
seen in Elias's internal dialogue. Elias contemplates the moral soundness of his behavior,
asking himself if it is representative of what Peter would have asked for. The bond can be
understood as vertical in terms of the moral demands that Elias becomes the recipient of. As
if a religious person were to appear before the divine, so too the memory groves constitute a
space where Elias appears before Peter, prompting a moral evaluation. As such, the
relationship between the two friends is maintained post-mortem.

Some respondents motivated the memory grove as a burial custom for their relatives for its
desired effect to reduce liability. Contrary to the memory grove, most burial customs demand
recurring maintenance in the form of gardening, watering, pruning, or similar activities. A
recurring reference among the respondents was towards the maintenance of gravestones,
which for some, was associated to be both mentally and physically burdensome. Moreover,
respondents with these experiences expressed, in different ways, how maintenance of the
gravestone can be linked to tributing or honoring the entombed individual. More specifically,
this link was often expressed through the experience of guilt, which was inferred from not
attending the gravestone as frequently as they felt they should have. In contrast to the
gravestone, the memory grove is emancipated from any form of maintenance, as all
gardening is administered by the Church of Sweden. However, despite that the memory grove
is not requiring maintenance, respondents expressed a sentiment similar to the experiences of
maintaining a gravestone, regarding the obligation to attend to the grave. When asked about
his relation to the memory grove, one respondent referred to the concept of caring for the
dead:
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Whilst with a grave, per definition, you have to rake the leaves, dispose of
the leaves, and water it. There is an aspect of care which I believe to be a
relic from a society that believed in life after death, and most people lack
that conviction today. I believe the memory grove is somehow a
representation of that, and if you belong to an older generation, culturally,
with perhaps Christian sentiments, then you will consider the dead as “You
still exist” and “You see me”, and now I have made your burial site neat
(Theo)

Highlighted in the given excerpt is how maintenance of a gravesite holds a symbolism
beyond its mere practical requirements. Maintenance of the burial site is an expression of
care or concern towards the deceased. Central to this conception is the idea that ‘they see
me’, where the survivors are in fact subjected to a vertical bond, of the deceased observing
and becoming recipients of the actions of the living. The excerpt assumes a vertical bond with
the deceased, one which enacts a virtuous obligation to the survivor, implying an imagined
accountability between the dead and the living. While every post-mortem relation is
experienced differently, the analysis highlights how the memory grove validates both vertical
and horizontal bonds. Despite the deceased best be described as invisible, silent, and absent,
they still hold the capacity of shaping the lives of the living in several different ways. The
distinguishment of bonds demonstrates how some post-mortem relations may be motivated
vertically, through a sense of accountability or moral duty. These bonds are not generalizable
but helpful in distinguishing how different post-mortem relations are maintained, prompting
different emotions and behavior among the bereaved.

Perpetual Presence - “What are you thinking, are you proud?”
The concept of perpetual presence aims to capture the various ways in which the presence of
the deceased lingers as an influence in the continued lives of the bereaved. As noted in the
previous section, the awareness of the deceased echo through the lives of the survivors which
give rise to continued bonds in different forms. By accepting conceptions such as “they can
see me” or “what would they think of this?”, the deceased have the capability to shape and
alter the lives of the living. The concept of perpetual presence will be equipped to further
explore the capacities in which the presence of the deceased shapes the continued lives of the
survivors, focusing on reflexivity and memorialization. The memory grove is shown to be a
place that prompts wanted, and sometimes, unwanted reflections. This can be further
illustrated when observing the following excerpt from Monica:

My mother had a dark period towards the end of her life where she was very
demented, only wishing to let go. When I visit the memory grove I reflect
over that difficult time. I think to myself that it was good that she got what
she wished for, finally falling asleep. [...] It feels good to stand there and
think about Mom and Dad, and my childhood. The memory grove is such a
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nice word, there are many memories that come up - not only about the
deceased but also about my own childhood and upbringing. (Monica)

Monica’s account exemplifies the way which some interviewees experience the memory
groves as a place prompting reflexivity. Even if Monica describes the content of her
reflection as “difficult”, she still considers the full experience to be “good”. In a similar
account, another respondent describes the questions which arise when attending the memory
grove. Rather than invoking these ideas herself, Paula described how the memory grove
generates these ideas, and how when visiting the memory grove, different questions or
reflections ‘pops up’:

I commemorate them when I am there. But not like… diving into it. I do not
sit down and ponder, it would rather be if something pops up. I am not
trying to meditate myself anywhere, it is rather by silence that I explore if an
emotion or memory pops up. The more time that passes the shorter these
times become. The feeling that I had in the beginning - I could cry, I could
feel disappointed at myself, “Why did I not do that when the time was still
there?”, or maybe I remember saying something which I regret, I feel regret,
or I might think “Do you see me now? What are you thinking, are you
proud? (Paula)

In both accounts, the concept of perpetual presence is demonstrated. In terms of lived
religion, it can be observed how the interaction between the survivor and the memory grove
is able to prompt various emotions and ideas. It seems to be consistent with the experience of
Monica and Paula that the memory grove asserts itself as a place of contemplation and
reflexivity. As such, it can be stipulated that the memory grove becomes instrumental in its
capacity to prompt unique reflections and contemplations. When Monica visits the memory
grove she finds herself contemplating the final period of her mother’s life, but also the lives
of her parents, as well as older memories such as her childhood. Monica is quick to confirm
the suitability of naming the grove a ‘memory’ grove, as she regards the grove as indicative
of memorialization, also entailing reflexivity. In further detail, Monica describes how these
reflections cause both positive and sorrowful reactions, which may equally influence the
identity of the bereaved. Memorialization generally refers to the idea of contemplating and
preserving memories of the deceased. Memories of the deceased are composed of several
facets, involving the personhood of the Other, as well as the nature of the relationship itself.
Memories should not be understood as neutral devices, rather, memories are conducive of
either positive or negative experiences or emotions. Similarly, how we remember things is
instrumental for how we construct the narratives of the deceased, yet, also how we construct
the Self in relation to the deceased. Both Monica and Paula’s account supports the idea that
the memory grove provides a space where the presence of the deceased can perpetuate their
physical absence, resulting in a continued bond expressed through the identity-shaping
components of memorialization and self-reflexivity.
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5.1.2. Bridging absence using post-mortem rituals
It was observable among the respondents that some have been exposed to demise more than
others. Some respondents were able to contrast specific experiences of loss with other
experiences. However, every case of loss is unique to the other, and there is no amount of
experience that can fully prepare someone for the absence of a close person. When exposed
to demise rituals may provide a secure and meaningful structure towards, what for most
people, is an insecure situation. Through elements of predictability or routine and the usage
of symbolic actions and language, rituals are able to mediate emotions, thoughts, and ideas
that may otherwise be unmanageable. From a symbolic perspective, the usage of rituals attest
that death is not definitive. Rituals enable a way for the deceased to remain present, to remain
‘living’ in the lives of the bereaved. Lived religion considers the study of ritual activities as a
way to observe how transcendence is embedded and accomplished throughout the body. This
can be exemplified in institutional religious rituals such as communion, mass or fasting,
where the body becomes linked with the divine, through the ritual restructuring of our bodies,
minds and senses. Similarly, post-mortem rituals may link the survivor with the deceased
through practices in which ritualization is both embedded and accomplished through the
body, facilitating the relationship with the deceased. The usage of rituals was a prominent
feature in the material, it is identified in various forms, expressing both individual and
communal constellations, explicitly religious and secular, as well as planned and spontaneous
rituals. This section will address three perspectives of post-mortem ritualization in order to
highlight how the bereaved bridge the absence of the deceased, maintaining a post-mortem
relation through the usage of rituals.

Favorite Flowers - “My mother and I always picked these flowers”
A common practice among several respondents was to bestow flowers on the memory grove
in gift of the deceased. For some, this involves the feasible task of purchasing flowers from
the kiosk outside the train station, before attending the cemetery. For others, it involves the
more extensive task of driving to a forest reserve, and scouting the forest, in order to locate
and harvest freshly grown lilies before driving to the cemetery and placing them on the grove.
In both scenarios, there is an evident element of preparation and consideration prior to
attending to the memory grove. The following excerpt exhibits an illustrative situation where
Monica participates in a ritual before visiting the memory grove:

Visiting the memory grove can be very spontaneous! But during All Saints
Day I am well prepared with flowers and candles. And on Mother’s Day…
Then I need to be there at any price. Then I prepare myself. Mother’s Day is
well situated by the season of lilies of the valley and my mother really liked
lilies of the valley [...] It feels good, it is a good mental trip, doing these
things that you had once done together [...] My mother and I always picked
these flowers, even when she was old and sick. (Monica)

The act of placing the lilies on the grove is the final act performed in a chain of preparatory
measures, which Monica performs every year in the advent of Mother’s Day. This example
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demonstrates the multi-leveled symbolic and physical elements which often characterize
post-mortem rituals. Besides the visit to the memory grove, Monica demonstrates how she
engages with the memory of her mother on both a physical and symbolic level. As referred to
in the excerpt, Monica is partaking in an activity that carries several memories of her mother,
but she is also engaging with her mother's preference as “She really liked lilies of the valley”.
In this instance, the lilies can be described as a sacred object which narrates the shared
memories between Monica and her mother. The properties of sacred objects are demonstrated
in its capacity to bridge the presence of something absent, also enabling a maintained bond to
Monica’s deceased mother.

Despite the apparent absence of the deceased, the previous analysis demonstrated how the
respondents were considerate of the will or wishes of the deceased. From this it can be drawn
that the recognition and enactment of the will of the deceased compose a symbolic and
material gesture of commemoration. This type of behavior can be described in terms of
embodied practice, entailing the ways in which transcendent meanings and understandings
are accomplished through the body. This form of ritualization can serve as a means of
alleviating the absence of the deceased, by relying on actions, as opposed to words. In the
example with Monica, we can consider the bodily engagement of ritual practice, and how a
physical and symbolic manifestation may resolve the emotional incomprehension of demise.

Inconsistent to Western modern rationality, post-mortem rituals encompass a broad scope of
imagination and creativity, which enable the survivor to remain linked to the deceased,
perhaps allowing them to experience their presence. In the following two accounts, the
creative and imaginative components of rituals are emphasized, demonstrating how the
respondents facilitate a continued bond by enacting shared memories of the deceased. In the
passing of Ruth’s husband, she explains how their son usually visits the memory grove with a
bottle of whiskey, pouring himself a glass, whilst pouring some over the memory grove as
well:

When the [deceased] father to my son has his birthday, then my son goes to
the memory grove to pour some whiskey to himself and over his father’s
memory grove. And they talk a little… (Ruth)

In another instance, Camilla explains how she and her sister aims to establish a tradition
when visiting their mother at the memory grove:

It would be so nice to create something. We could travel there and do
something joyful, something positive, create nice memories. Such as
traveling there and drinking coffee and eating biscuits, those things that our
mother liked so much. (Camilla)

In the interview material from Camilla and Ruth, the ritual lingers on the question of ‘What
would they want?’, whether it be a specific brand of whiskey, white lilies or certain biscuits.
One interpretation may suggest that the question of ‘what they would want’ represents an
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intimate extraction of ‘who they were’. Considering this, lilies, whiskey, and biscuits can be
regarded as sacred objects making able a tangible conception of the otherwise intangible, that
is, the deceased individual. The object facilitates a transcendent bond, a way of
commemorating and establishing presence of the deceased. Death does not terminate the
bond between the survivor and the deceased, rather, creative and imaginative ritualization
serves to accomplish a continuation of this bond. These excerpts demonstrate how
post-mortem rituals are used to narrate the memory of the deceased, maintaining a
post-mortem relation, which is enabled through the physical and symbolic properties of the
sacred objects involved in the rituals.

Rites de Passage - “You do not always know how to behave”
Essentially, rituals create distinctions between social phases. The concept of rites de passage
(Van Gennep, 2004) illustrates well the constitutive elements of the phases of ritualization
and its subsequent social implication. When considering ritualization in the context of the
memory grove, several aspects can be considered. One of these aspects is found in the social
interplay enacted at the grove. The memory grove is publicly accessible for survivors, as well
as visitors, and its visitors may come in pairs, groups, or individually, implying that the grove
may be subject to both inter-group and inter-personal interplay. In order to scrutinize the
implication of this further, this section will consider and compare the accounts of two
participants by employing the concept of rites de passage. This comparison will demonstrate
how the emotional, social and material conditions intertwine in enacting both, the passage of
a ritual, and the capacity to experience and engage with the absent. This framework
highlights how each ritual phase is knit with a specific state of emotion, a specific social
interplay, and a specific material condition, which has consequences on how the post-mortem
relation is experienced and maintained.

The concept of rites the passage, and the dynamic between separation, liminality, and
incorporation, is used as a useful concept to scrutinize the dynamic of social and material
culture in post-mortem relationships. When interviewing Diane it is explained how, for more
than a decade, a group of close acquaintances annually gather at the memory grove of her late
husband, in order to share memories and commemorate. When her friends share about her
husband several emotions are present, as some moments are filled with weeping, and others
with joy and laughter. After a period of time, the group take their leave and assemble at a
local restaurant where the evening continues. The account of Diane is intriguing due to the
various conditions which shape the ritual, socially, emotionally, and materially. In the
following excerpt, Diane explains how her emotions develop throughout the stages of the
evening, from initially residing by the memory grove and talking about memories, to the
dinner at the restaurant:

It is difficult. Initially it is really difficult to remember... It is joyful talking
about memories. But it is difficult as well. Emotions are…they consume
energy. And when you leave [the memory grove] it feels like you have done
a proper workout, almost like going to the gym. And then you receive the
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reward, eating at the restaurant. Going to the restaurant becomes like a
dessert actually (Diane)

From how the evening is framed by Diane, the elements of a rites de passage can be
conceptualized. The evening starts in the ‘separation phase’, as the group is assembled by the
memory grove commemorating the deceased. The experience of being by the grove is clothed
in feelings of joy and sorrow, according to Diane, as she described this overall phase to be
“difficult”. As the group of friends makes their way to the restaurant they are in the “liminal
phase”, where dinner becomes representative of “incorporation”. The final phase of the rite,
at the restaurant, is constituted by a sense of satisfaction, Diane describes it as a “reward”, a
way of finalizing the ritual, bringing it to closure. This account demonstrates how the
emotional, social, and material conditions intertwine in enacting the rite de passafe and
subsequently, a continued bond with the deceased. Moreover, the excerpt highlights how the
emotional conditions are able to shift rather drastically, depending on the phase of the ritual.
Each phase is knit with a specific state of emotion, a specific social interplay, and a specific
material condition. In a second account, Elias depicts the same commemorative evening as
Diane has illustrated, yet sharing the experience from his point of view:

And then we go and eat dinner, and when you communicate you do not
always know how to behave, because people, they relate differently. For
some there is more sorrow, for some more sentimental [...] Someone might
start crying there [at the dinner] too, and it is difficult to know how to
respond to that [...] (Elias)

This quote highlights the consequences when someone is not able to participate in the
emotional and social conditions of the rite de passage. The excerpt highlights how Elias,
compared to Diane, struggles to emotionally and socially related to the passage of the rite.
This leaves him feeling confused and uneasy about his own participation, also missing out on
the sense of satisfaction that Diane describes. The concept of liminality is useful when
interpreting the overall state of Elias as it refers to the between and betwixt, it is the threshold
where people may experience ambiguity, as the pre-ritual status has not been detached and
the post-ritual status has not become actualized. For Diane, the change of location is evident
for the progression of the ritual. Consequently, her emotions adhere to the passage of the
ritual, which is seen in her initial sorrow, and subsequent satisfaction. Diane’s experience
demonstrates how post-mortem rituals are able to choreograph the emotional, social, and
material aspects of commemorating the deceased. On the other hand, the experience of Elias
exemplifies how, for others, commemoration entails a less choreographed experience, more
reliant on the negotiation of emotional and social behavior. Moreover, this example sheds
light on how the memory grove is experienced differently by different people. Lived religion
highlights the experience of the individual, recognizing that individuals experience situations
differently, assuming that one collective practice might have different effects on different
people. An important aspect of ‘how religion is lived’, is the acknowledgment of personal
experiences, in contrast to institutionalized collective experiences. While the ritual may
enable Diane to emphasize the post-mortem relation to her late husband, bridging his
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absence, it may simultaneously have an opposite effect on someone else, rather enforcing the
absence of the deceased due to their incapacity to relate to the ritual at play. Although Elias
may commemorate the deceased differently when in private, the example demonstrates how
the capacity to experience and engage with the absent is contextual. Subsequently, the same
ritual may enhance the experience of the absence of one person, while having the opposite
effect on someone else. The conceptualization of rite de passage demonstrates how the
maintenance of post-mortem relations is individually dependent, where collective
commemorative endeavors may impede the individual’s capacity to experience and encounter
a continued presence of the deceased.

The Effect of Time - “I developed a love for the place”
When collecting the data for this study one of the sampling criteria required that there had
been ten years since the memory grove was taken into use. Consequently, all respondents had
a minimum of one decade to experience the memory grove. Some respondents reported their
relation to the memory grove as seemingly unchanged. Other respondents were more explicit
about the effect of time. When asked if she visits the memory grove, Camilla stops to think
and ponder before she concludes: ‘I used to be there more often, that was after she had
died…’. Some respondents describe a greater importance of the memory grove during their
initial period of bereavement, as the memory grove may provide a firm location of
representation of the deceased. The initial period of bereavement may be disorientating and
confusing for some, since it may rearrange fundamental beliefs and customs of life.
Successively, the need for a static and unchanged space to attend may increase for the
bereaved. While the post-funeral period may constitute a period where the bereaved seek and
create a new social and spatial location for the deceased, the material suggests that the
post-mortem relationship does not remain unchanged, rather, the absence-presence of the
deceased is negotiated, continuously transforming the post-mortem relation. The absent is not
static, in fact, the absent is able to both attain and diminish importance with time, consistently
changing the meaning of the memorial grove.

Time allows the relationship between the survivor and the memory grove to transform.
Generally, there are two trajectories of course, either time subjects the survivor to a greater
emotional, social or ideological commitment to the memory grove, or a lesser commitment.
In the material collected the accounts signal both realities, survivors who establish additional
rituals and greater emotional or ideological engagement over the course of time, and
instances where the survivors lessen in their commitment, visiting the memory grove more
seldom and adhering to fewer rituals or other commitments, as time passes. When Paula
reflects on her relation to the memory grove she recognizes how it has become an
increasingly more important place for her. Since the passing of her father, her mother, and
most recently her twin brother, the cemetery which carries their remains has become an
important space. Paula recalls how she would visit her father's grave together with her
mother, and in connection to their visit, have a picnic close to the burial site. In the following
excerpt, Paula describes how her relation to the memory grove has developed with time:
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I really did not have a plan for it to be like that. [...] It could be me going to
make my father’s grave look nice, and simultaneously enjoy a nice picnic.
However, I noticed how this place became more and more important,
aesthetically. I developed a love for the place. (Paula)

For some, the memory grove constitutes a space that transcends everyday existence. In terms
of lived religion, the memory grove can be likened with a ‘sacred space’, a demarcated space
that has the ability to make the physical presence of what is otherwise absent. Lived religion
allows us to acknowledge not only what things are deemed sacred, but also how things
become sacred. What is observable in Paula’s account is the gradual transformation of her
relationship to the memory grove. One way to consider this change is to interpret the
increased “love for the place” (Paula), as corresponding to the sacralization of the memory
grove. Through Paula’s account, it is shown how the ‘sacrality’ of the memory grove is not
static, but rather, negotiable with time. In the excerpt presented, it is exhibited how the
memory grove increases in importance, thus regenerating itself with time, as an increasingly
valuable space. In contrast, the opposite may be true for those whose regularity of attending
the grove has diminished with time. Time may reduce the sacrality of the memory grove, as
its importance, or relevance is able to decline with time. Observable in the account is also
how the sacrality is a highly personal experience, where someone may experience a strong
sense of sacrality regarding a space, while for someone else the space is void of such
emotions or senses. The analysis demonstrates how the relationship between the living and
the memory grove may change with time, emphasizing how absence is not static, rather, the
invisible and intangible are able to both attain and diminish in meaning with time. Similarly,
the capacity to which the memory grove hosts post-mortem relations is best described as
non-static, since the relation to the grove is highly personal and capable to diminish or
increase in importance.

5.2 Negotiating the presence of the absent at the memory grove
The memory grove is characterized by both absence and presence. The bodily remains which
have been dispersed on the memory grove enable the bereaved to regard and experience the
memory grove as a space where the deceased is present. However, the material, tangible and
visible absence of the deceased, obscure the notion of the deceased being present at the
memory grove. This section of the analysis unravels the various dimensions through which
individuals negotiate the present-absent, investigating how these intersecting, yet opposing
concepts, shape the experience how the memory grove. The analysis is twofold, examining
how the bereaved negotiate and distinguish a personhood at the memory grove, and secondly,
how individuals negotiate their social and aesthetic construct of the memory grove.

5.2.1 Locating the dead
While burial sites offer a place of disposal of corpses, they also allow the dead to remain
identified as members of families, social institutions, and society. The burial site ensures a
continued social identity, a form of afterlife (Collier, 2003). Despite the passing of the
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individual, it is imagined that the social life of the deceased is maintained as their personhood
is perpetuated beyond death through the memorialization of the bereaved. Most burial sites
are marked with a material display signaling the name of the buried and when they lived,
providing the burial site with a unique and personal indication, allowing the deceased to be
identified by passers-by as well as family and friends. A personalized burial site, with a
material display, has emotional and ontological implications for the survivors, enabling them
to distinguish and recognize the burial site of the deceased, manifesting a presence. The
connection between personhood and burial site may explain why it is important for many
people to visit the specific burial site as a form of commemoration. In common language,
various expressions denote the connection between personhood and the burial site, such as:
“Should we visit grandma?”, “When I die, I want to lie next to my parents”, or “This is where
my grandfather rests”. The capacity to emotionally and cognitively distinguish the resting
place of the deceased constitutes a significant aspect of how commemoration is carried out.
In comparison to traditional burial sites, the material implications of the memory grove differ
significantly, requiring other means of locating, manifesting, and connecting with the
deceased. By regarding how individuals negotiate the material and ontological implications
of the memory grove, this section of the analysis will discuss how respondents are able to
distinguish, locate, and connect with the deceased at the memory grove.

Dispersion of Ashes: A Diffusion of Identity - “My friend is not there”

I see the memory grove, but still I do not go by it. I have no physical
connection to it. I have never reflected over the fact that my friend actually
rests there. Physically, he is there. I mean, I know it is that way. But
somehow, with the memory grove, the ashes become diffused in some
strange way, it becomes a diffusion of the identity. It is a community that
rests at the memory grove…  but my friend is not there (Theo)

Some participants experienced a difficulty in connecting the personhood of the deceased with
the memory grove. As expressed in the excerpt from Theo, he feels “no physical connection”
to the memory grove, experiencing that the personhood of the deceased becomes “diffused”
at the memory grove. A burial site accommodates more than the bodily remains of the
deceased, as it also accommodates the immaterial conception of who the deceased was, the
‘identity’ of the deceased. The ‘identity’ of the deceased contains a larger narrative about the
deceased, their personhood, and what they mean to the survivor.

As exhibited in previous excerpts, the respondents report instances that demonstrate a cordial
relation between the survivor and the memory groves, as some respondents are able to
strongly relate with the memory grove as an allocated site representative for the deceased.
Conversely, other respondents experience a more strenuous conception of the memory grove,
addressing the issue of connecting the burial site to the buried. The duality of the experiences
evoked by the memory grove may be explained by acknowledging the properties of a burial
site. A burial site is constituted by the place where the tangible takes leave, and where the
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deceased becomes unequivocally intangible and absent. Even so, the burial site
simultaneously provides a physical space, materializing the intangible, enabling a space to
return to, to visit and reside by, manifesting a presence of the deceased. Hence, the burial site
carries an inherent opposition constituent of absence-presence. The various capacities to
which this is resolved, can be observed in the account in the material. The material highlights
how some people are able to distinguish the presence of a specific personhood, located at the
memory grove, while others struggle to resolve this conception. Some respondents described
difficulty in reconciling the personhood of the deceased with the material conditions of their
remains, specifically the reduction of the body into ashes and its dispersion.

In one excerpt Elias considers the contrast between visiting a gravestone and visiting a
memory grove. The excerpt presents a situation when Elias visited the memory grove in order
to commemorate his late friend Peter:

I consider a gravestone to be like a room. I can almost feel like there is a
person in there, a skeleton or such. Not in a macabre way or anything like
that, but more like a final abode somehow. But with the memory grove I just
do not experience that. I have a hard time relating to that - it almost
becomes like dust, something that is completely dissolved, and besides, there
are many people laying there. It becomes a higher form of abstraction [...] .
With the gravestone I feel closer to the deceased. It is almost like I could
step into the room, because there is something to step into! I experience the
gravestone more tangible somehow, more concrete, more physically present.
That is the connection which I am not able to establish when visiting the
memory grove… Everything becomes like atoms… With the memory grove I
feel like we could congregate and commemorate Peter standing anywhere
really. However, when we are at the memory grove I usually consider where
and how they have spread the ashes [...] , it feels a little artificial that he
has been spread right there actually. Anyhow, I guess I have realized that, at
least, the memory grove is a place to assemble - we all know where to meet
up. (Elias)

When describing his experience from visiting a gravestone, Elias equips the image of a room,
something which you can step into, a demarcation of space that has both emotional and
cognitive implications for interacting with the deceased. Contrasting the memory grove to the
gravestone, Elias described how he struggles to enact the identity which presents itself
through the disposed ashes at the memory grove. For Elias, the memory grove does not
enable the same type of encounter as when visiting a gravestone. From Elias experience, it is
possible to distinguish two devices at play: the demarcation of space and the materiality of
ashes. In combination, they appear to convolute his capacity to distinguish, locate, and
connect the deceased at the memory grove. The imagery of a room conveys the experience of
a fixed demarcated space, a space which can be entered and departed - “physically” and
“concretely”. As opposed to a gravestone, when entering the memory grove, Elias is not able
to recognize the ‘entering of a room’. A significant difference between gravestones and
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memory groves is its palpability, the capacity to which something can be seen, touched or
felt. Because the gravestone can be seen, approached and touched, it materialized
significantly different demarcative properties than the memory grove. The choreography of
the gravestone entails a more intuitive demarcation of space. This is due to the pronounced
format of the gravestone, as well as its relative distance to other gravestones. These
characteristics give the survivor an intuitive understanding of which space adheres to what
specific grave. In comparison to the memory grove, the demarcative properties of the grove
vary significantly. As the ash of the deceased are spread anonymously, the survivor lacks the
means to identify a specific location that represents the personhood of the buried.
Consequently, the survivor must resolve the entirety of the memory grove as the burial site,
as opposed to one specific demarcated location. While Elias is negotiating the material and
ontological implications of the memory grove, it is observable how these conditions
significantly shape the capacity to which he experiences the absence. Exemplified with the
gravestone, Elias reveals how the materiality of the gravestone enacts the sensation of
entering a room, the gravestones bridge the gap between the absent and present, thus enabling
Elias to “feel closer” to the deceased.

In addition, Elias reflects over the materiality of ashes, asking himself what significance the
ashes hold. Elias describes how he struggles to allocate the significance of ashes with regard
to the identity which they represent. When considering the materiality of ashes Elias says
“everything becomes like atoms”, denoting the material diffusion which takes place as ashes
are dispersed in the ground. Upon being dispersed into the ground, he asks what distinguishes
the ashes from the ground, or subsequently, the ashes from the dust particles in the air. The
material conditions of ashes, specifically its fragmented and diffused character, in
combination with its dispersion on the grove, result in difficulty for Elias to distinguish and
locate a significant personhood on the memory grove. It appears that Elias is not able to
experience the presence of the deceased, due to the material conditions of the memory grove
and the ashes.

The relation between ontology and material conditions can be observed among other
participants. A recurring inquiry among some respondents was the desire to know where the
ashes of the deceased had been spread. Due to legal protocol, these people were not allowed
to witness the dispersion of ashes, thus, consequently made unaware of the specific site of
burial. It seems it was not enough knowing that the ashes had been disposed somewhere on
the memory grove, the urge to find out how and where the ashes were disposed was a vital
element. This is expressed by Paula in the following excerpt:

We had questioned why we were not allowed to be present when they
disposed of the ashes. The point is that you should not be able to know
where exactly… it was a strict “No”! [...] and that is why we chose to
spread our brothers' ashes by ourselves, so we would know where and how
it took place. (Paula)

The current law in Sweden requires that the ashes of all memory groves be dispersed
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anonymously, that is to say, without the bereaved knowing where exactly the ashes have been
dispersed. As referenced in the excerpt, the motif behind this regulation lies in the idea the
dispersed ashes should not be bound to one place, but rather as enacted conceptually in the
entirety of the memory grove. Paula describes, what appears to be, a conflict between her
family and the funeral directors regarding the dispersion of ashes. It is conveyed that the
‘where’, ‘when’, ‘how’ of ash dispersion is valuable for Paula. This attitude was found
among other respondents as well, where for instance, Ruth asserts “I often think about where
the ashes were laid” (Ruth). One interpretation suggests that the ‘where’, when’, and ‘how’ of
ash dispersion constitutes an important element in distinguishing, locating, and connecting to
a personhood at the site of burial. When deprived of this element the bereaved are divested of
an important condition for establishing the representation of personhood belonging to the
burial site. In terms of lived religion, the bereaved are dismantled of an important element in
order to establish a link to the absent. Moreover, this demonstrates the role of materiality
when distinguishing and connecting to the absent. In whole, this section shows how a
demarcated space, palpability, or participation of ash dispersion may facilitate an enhanced
emotional and ontological connection to a situated personhood, and consequently bridging
the absent. Conversely, the absence of such conditions seems to complicate the ability of the
survivor to locate the personhood of the deceased as present in the memory grove, thus
obstructing the post-mortem relation.

Material Representation - “The gravestone carries their name”
Material representation implies the various ways which material conditions are used to
indicate the burial site of individualis, traditionally employing gravestones or engraved
plaques. In an excerpt from Paula, it is possible to observe how commemoration hinges on
the specific material conditions provided by the burial site. In the following quote Paula
describes experience when visiting her mother’s gravesite:

I would rather visit a gravestone. And I would rather go to the bench where
we used to sit, where my mother actually had physically been. I feel like the
memory grove can be a nice oasis, with the apple trees, large rocks,
incredibly beautiful, and a small fountain. But I cannot put my finger on
why I do not go and sit by the memory grove. (Paula)

Paula describes how when visiting the cemetery, she favors other areas of the cemetery rather
than the memory grove. Her preference is towards places that imply material representation,
such as her father's gravestone, or to the bench where she used to go for a picnic with her
mother. The concept of ‘sacred objects’ is useful to understand the importance of the bench or
the gravestone which Paula prefers to visit. A sacred object manifests what is absent, holding
an extended meaning beyond its everyday meaning. Even if Paula’s mother is buried on the
memory grove, the bench holds a stronger ‘sacred function’ for Paula, in the sense that she
prefers to reside by the bench compared to the grove. Not only does the bench constitute a
tangible object to which Paula can attend, touch, and sit by, but it is a place where her mother
has actually “physically been”, it is a way to remember her. It is worth noting that a material
reference, such as, ‘the bench’, is inclined to assume a composition of elements such as
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sensory experiences of smell, touch, sights, and sound, which together compose the
experience of ‘the bench’. The material conditions of the bench enable Paula to distinguish,
locate, and connect with her mother, evoking a presence other than from the memory grove.

In another excerpt, Ruth contrasts her experience when visiting the gravestone of her parents
to visiting the memory grove. Central in her narrative is the interplay between materiality and
emotions:

There is a significant difference. It is so clear - the gravestone carries their
name, their birth years, the year they passed away. It is like a foundation
left behind them. As I explained earlier, when visiting their gravestones I
usually say “Hello Mom and Dad, now I am here!”, and then I touch the
stone. And then I usually become sad… When I leave the cemetery I always
have a difficult time turning my back to the gravestone, I look back for as
long as I can. It feels like I am betraying them [...] And I usually cry a lot
when I leave their grave, even if they died a very long time ago. But, when
visiting the memory grove it is completely different! It does not invite the
same feelings of sorrowfulness. (Ruth)

Ruth provides an image, unraveling the social interplay between her, the gravestone and the
representation of her parents. Upon arriving at the stone Ruth greets her parents while placing
her hand on the gravestone, which emanates sorrowful emotions. When departing from the
gravesite, Ruth describes how the guilt is enacted through the physical gesture of her turning
her back towards the grave, an action which makes her feel as if she is “betraying them”. This
interplay results in a sorrowful response expressed in tears. Ruth contrasts this experience
with visiting the memory grove, asserting the emotional effect of the memory grove to be
vacant of the sorrowfulness that the gravestone evokes. Central in the account of Ruth is how
her emotions are entwined with the physical components of her encounter with the
gravestone. Of essence is not the extent to which Ruth’s encounter with the gravestone
arouses emotions, but rather, how the physicality of her encounter with the gravestone is
indicative of her experiencing the presence of the absent. The gravestone is manifest of the
absent. The physical interplay between Ruth and the gravestone illustrates how a sacred
object may prompt the presence of the absent, generating a unique set of feelings and
sensations. The gravestone is merely an ‘ordinary stone’, yet, through this perspective, we
acknowledge how the stone can manifest something sacred, that is, the presence of the
deceased. The capacity to which the gravestone is able to transmit the presence of her
parents, emphasizes how materiality and personalized display may shape the way individuals
are able to distinguish, locate, and connect with the deceased when provided these conditions.
Conversely, this raises questions about the implications of the material grove, in its vacancy
of such conditions, deeming that the memory grove demands the bereaved to negotiate the
presence of the deceased personhood through other elements of ‘sacrality’. Although material
displays are vacant from the memory grove, the next section of the analysis will unfold other
elements of ‘sacrality’ and ways of bridging the the absence of the deceased.The next section
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of the analysis will analyze how individuals negotiate absence presence through the
dimensions of ‘aesthetics’ and ‘social demeanor’.

5.2.2 Considering the space of memory groves
Throughout this study respondents have presented experiences and attitudes suggesting that
the memory grove is a space that carries strong implications for how we approach and
commemorate the deceased. Central to how people structure their lives, behave, express
themselves, feel and interact, is their conception of the space that they find themselves in.
Depending on the space, various emotions and attitudes arise. When entering the memory
grove, one enters a space significantly different from other spaces in everyday life. Several
institutional religions draw significance and importance from specifically demarcated sacred
spaces, such as temples, altars or shrines. A sacred space constitutes a link to the immaterial,
connecting the believer to the divine, sacred, and absent. In order to persuade its sacred or
symbolic nature, the space demands demarcation, delineating the boundary between ordinary
and sacred. Similar to that of a religious space, the memory grove is a demarcated space that
facilitates a system of conceptions regarding that which is invisible and intangible. This
section of the analysis will discuss how individuals negotiate the absence of the present at the
memory grove by considering: firstly, how aesthetics are used to convey and persuade
emotional, social and ontological dimensions of a space, secondly, how social norms and the
various ways of commemoration both enable and disable, respondents to experience and
engage with the absent.

Presence Through Aesthetics - “I have understood the memory grove to be
something infused with hope”
The memory grove is constituted by several aesthetic objectives. These objectives signal
rigorous elements of nature, usually characterized by finely pruned trees, bushes, assortments
of flowers, and neatly cut lawns. The memory grove is normally demarcated from the
remaining area of the cemetery using natural elements such as gravel paths, bushes or aquatic
features. The material from this study confirms the idea that aesthetics renders an essential
aspect to how individuals emotionally, socially and ontologically, experience the memory
grove. Moreover, the material demonstrates how aesthetics facilitate the negotiation of
absence presence.

Among the interviewees, the word “beautiful” was found to be recurring. In some settings it
was mentioned regarding a certain grove, assuming one memory grove to be ‘more beautiful’
than another, in other cases the ‘concept’ of the memory grove was described in terms of
being beautiful. Some respondents delved into the conditions which make, or divest, the
memory grove a beautiful space. Other respondents described the importance of
‘experiencing beauty’ when visiting the memory grove. In the following excerpt, Monica
describes the interplay between aesthetics and her relation to the deceased when visiting the
memory grove:
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For me aesthetics is a very crucial aspect. I think it evokes the feeling in a
special way. It is so crucial that these nice feelings about the deceased are
made enact. And perhaps that is not very difficult, but if you are present at a
cemetery you might feel encumbered with heavier memories - and especially
then, it is so important that it is beautiful. I cannot explain it better than
that… That is how I experience it. It is important that it is beautiful. A
beautiful and good space where one can imagine that the remains have been
buried or scattered. (Monica)

Visiting the memory grove is described in terms of a sensory experience. When Monica visits
the memory grove she desires to experience the space as beautiful, in fact, she emphasizes the
importance that the burial site of her own family is in fact beautiful. In addition, Monica
describes how the aesthetics make the memory grove less cumbersome, as it may alleviate
the experience of ‘heavier memories’. It seems the aesthetics of the memory grove is
desirable on two grounds: the deceased are deserving of a beautiful final resting place,
second, aesthetics carries the potential to oppose emotional distress accumulated by sorrowful
memories. Hence, the aesthetics of the grove carries both ontological and emotional qualities.
The beauty of the grove affects the emotional state of the bereaved, also providing the
bereaved with the ontological conception that the deceased are commemorated by being
buried in a beautiful space.

When asked if there are any external factors that compromise the experience of beauty,
Monica is quick to assert how traffic or nearby roads constitute disruptive elements. Even if
these elements are not inherent to the designated space of the memory grove, they may
occasionally alter the experience of the memory grove. Consequently, the memory grove
cannot be described as a static space, in fact, the memory grove is in constant transfiguration
due to its organic elements. The space of the memory grove is determined by two agents:
firstly, the landscape architect, along with the gardeners, who have sketched, modeled, and
maintained the bio-architectural space of the memory grove; secondly, the memory grove is
submitted to the laws of nature, which entails the climate and the seasons of the year.
Compared to traditional institutional religious spaces, the memory grove constitutes an
unpredictable, non-static and volatile space, compliant with the forces of nature, which exerts
the need for visitors to resolve their anticipated conception of the grove with the, perhaps
unpredicted, appearance of the grove. In one excerpt, Elias highlights this dynamic by
contrasting his ideal imagery of the memory grove with his actual experience:

We always meet in February or March, so there are no leaves right? And by
then you can barely identify that you are standing at a memory grove, I do
not see it right. [...] I have understood the memory grove to be something
infused with hope. I have carried the image of greenery, exuberance, and
that it is something which is beautiful, visually! I have had this image of a
summer day together with all those feelings that exist there, which I
associate with the memory grove. (Elias)
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In this account Elias describes how he visits the memory grove in February or March,
implying a cold season, a time when the grove is destined to be vacant of green grass and
luminous leaves. Due to the absence of greenery, Elias describes how he ‘barely identifies’
that he is standing at the grove, implying his association with what a memory grove ‘should’
look like. In Elias account, the exuberance and greenery which presents itself during the
summer season in Sweden is made constitutive of ‘beauty’, an implication that deprives the
grove of beauty during the remaining time of year. Elias's account demonstrates how beauty
is inherent to the constitution of the memory grove. In a second account, Elias elaborates on
the role of aesthetics, asking himself how aesthetics matter for the constitution of the memory
grove:

I have not connected it to… or processed what it means, or put effort into
understanding what it implies by disposing of the ashes. Even if I
understand the concept of a memory grove, I have not put the pieces
together emotionally yet. The emotion has to do with it being beautiful,
right? Right, it is something beautiful [...] Yes, but sure, the aesthetics!
Maybe it has to do with that pure power that is associated with the memory
grove, something eternal [...] I guess it is colored by some type of
symbolism, maybe something that I saw in a children's book when I was
young. Cemeteries are typically very beautiful, summertime and such (Elias)

In this excerpt Elias is asking himself what role aesthetics has for the constitution of the
memory grove. Elias recognizes that the memory grove holds a system of symbols, however,
he is struggling to process how these symbols align in constituting the memory grove. Elias
describes a dissonance between his own sensory experience of the memory grove and the
theoretical concept of the memory grove. Conceptually, the memory grove is described as
something beautiful, or something “pure” or “eternal”. Yet, Elias is experiencing friction
between his own experience and his conceptual understanding of the grove. This struggle can
be described in terms of negotiation. By negotiating the meaning of the memory grove, Elias
is simultaneously indicating the emotional, social and ontological conditions which govern
his experience at the grove. If the memory grove is merely a “beautiful space”, it diminishes
the ontological notion of it being a burial site. At the same time, the ontology of the memory
grove may be difficult to perceive if the grove fails to appear “beautiful” to the visitor. The
capacity to which Elias is able to process or connect the memory grove with the deceased
appears to be contingent on the beauty he experiences when visiting the grove. As such, the
example demonstrates how a specific aesthetic may be imperative to emotionally, socially,
and ontologically distinguish and connect with the burial site of the deceased. What makes a
space apprehensible and valuable may vary between individuals, yet, this example highlights
how conceived aesthetics, or lack thereof, shape our way of feeling, sensing, and perceiving.
Through the perspective of lived religion, this example highlights how specific material
conditions may alter our capacity to experience and engage with that which is invisible,
absent, or sacred. Simultaneously, the material conditions can convey beauty, or lack thereof,
which has implications for how we emotionally, socially, and ontologically perceive and
experience the memory grove. In addition, these excerpts underline that beauty is not merely
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perceptive, but also an embodied experience, something which permeates and shapes our
senses or emotions.

The Memory Grove as a Social Space - “You want to honor those that rest
there”
The memory grove is a public facility accessible to everyone. Compared to some sacred
spaces, the memory grove is not esoteric or restricted due to ideology or other belongings.
Subsequently, the memory grove hosts two types of visitors: those visiting the memory grove
for personal or commemorative reasons, and those who visit the grove because of other
motifs, perhaps for its cultural, historical, or aesthetic significance. Among the experiences
presented in the material of this study, the memory grove seems to be a junction of both
sociality and solitude. While some respondents valued solitude to the extent that they avoid
visiting the memory grove if other visitors were present, other respondents were more willing
to socialize by the grove, either by bringing their own company or by interacting with
strangers. Among the variety of experiences that color the material of this study, the social
dimension of the memory grove constitutes an important element of analysis. The material
gives reasons to argue that social norms and demeanors are instrumental to how individuals
negotiate absence-presence. The material demonstrates how social norms and demeanors
reveal what emotional, social, and ontological assumptions individuals ascribe to the memory
grove. Simultaneously, in the multiplicity of individuals who attend the memory grove, a
multiplicity of meanings are ascribed to the grove, resulting in either concurrence or conflict
of attitudes.

The social norms of a specific space demonstrate what meanings people ascribe to this space,
and consequently why people respond and feel when attending a specific space. Without
social norms, the meaning of space may become abstruse or result in disorienting emotions.
When describing her visits to the memory grove, Ruth takes note of which norms are present,
and how one should conduct themselves whilst residing by the memory grove:

I guess you become a little guarded. You want to honor those that rest there.
You do not want there to be music, laughter or loud stories being told. You
show reverence, you are quiet and respectful. You nod to other visitors,
maybe you wish them a Merry Christmas (Ruth)

Considering this excerpt, Ruth asserts the importance of showing reverence to the deceased
and other visitors, which can be accomplished by adhering to the social practices mentioned.
The wording “guarded” can be interpreted as a social demeanor adhering to the appropriate
set of conduct, namely being “quiet and respectful”. At large, Ruth describes the memory
grove as a space that ought to be vacant of laughter, loudness, or external distractions such as
music, in order to maintain respect and quietness. Social interaction should be reduced to a
brief interchange of words or noddings. The description echoes the social ambiance often
found in traditional religious spaces, where reverence is practiced through a guarded social
demeanor, often implying silence or subtlety. From a perspective of lived religion, social
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demeanor can be regarded as a way to enact the presence of the absent. The ways in which
we talk, walk, gesture, and show emotions, may have physical, emotional, and transcendent
implications. In the same way, that dancing, holding hands, or eating, has the potential to
evoke sensations, imagination, or transcendent experiences, social demeanor can powerfully
persuade the absent and invisible. In Ruth’s excerpt, she highlights how the social demeanors
are constructed for not one, but two recipients: other memory grove visitors, and the
deceased. In this sense, the maintenance of a specific ambiance, and social demeanor, can be
accounted as a way to make the absent present, as it is purposed to recognize and honor the
deceased. Henceforth, it can be understood how social demeanor functions as an instrument
of demarcation, distinguishing the presence of the otherwise absent, namely the dead.

What became visible in the material is how individuals commemorate the deceased in
different, sometimes conflicting, ways. What is described as indicative of a respectful and
reverent setting for someone, may constitute a social obstacle to how others wish to
commemorate. In a second excerpt, this conflict is made apparent. Paula described how the
social conventions at the memory grove result in a disinterest to visit the memory grove.
Paula described her experience in the following:

I can feel that the memory grove is a bit depressing… Firstly, if there are
other people there you just feel like you are bothering them. And if you are
there with someone else, then you feel like you cannot hold a conversation
out of respect to those who are silent (Paula)

As a whole, Paula experiences a conflict between social compliance and her intention of
commemoration. It seems Paula has accumulated a past of negative experiences from the
memory grove, deeming it a depressing space, where she either feels: she is bothering other
visitors, or that she cannot interact because it would not be respectful. What is made clear is
how the social nature of the memory grove may discourage the commemorative intent of
some visitors. The commemorative intent of Paula is impeded by the presence of other
visitors, where the social norms of the memory grove are in conflict with Paula’s personal
preferences. In another account, Elias describes how a different form of conflict arises when
visiting the memory grove. Describing feelings of insecurity when attending the memory
grove, Elias refers to his inability to distinguish a ‘correct’ behavior. More specifically Elias
states “I do not want to hurt anyone, and at the same time I do not want to be indifferent”.
The experiences depict another form of conflict, where the actor has to negotiate his social
presence amidst other memory grove visitors. The publicity of the memory grove results in a
heterogeneous group of visitors who prefer different, sometimes conflicting, ways of
commemorating, that is, ways to make the absent present. This requires the visitors to
negotiate their social presence, as the memory grove is incompatible with all visitors freely
commemorating according to their own preference.

In a final account, an excerpt from Monica highlights one of the conditions that result in
heterogeneous expressions of commemoration, namely ideological beliefs. When Monica
visits the memory grove with her husband, she describes it as follows:
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Of course it will be more silent. I always want to talk to my mother and
father when I am at the memory grove. In those cases, when my husband is
present, I must talk to them in my mind instead. Or, I could do it out loud…
But it does not feel as good as when I am there with my sister, or my
ex-mother-in-law, or just by myself. That is when it feel most natural to
speak (Monica)

Monica illustrates how a conflict appears by the memory grove. Monica claims that she
“always wants to talk” with her deceased parents, demonstrating an instance of how Monica
makes the absent present at the memory grove. However, when she visits the grove with her
husband, Monica describes how she hesitates to speak with her parents as it does not feel as
good. When asked why it does not feel natural for her to converse with her parents when her
husband is there, Monica responds that her husband is not “overly religious, but rather
atheistic”, contrary to the beliefs of her own. This situation brings light to how ideology is
elementary to how we commemorate the deceased when visiting the memory grove. Indeed,
when surrounded by individuals who share opposing beliefs, the social situation may present
an internal conflict, as depicted by Monica. In the same way, our ideological beliefs shape
how we commemorate, it also shapes our experience of the absent. Equally, the lack of a
‘shared’ ideology, or other conflicting social, emotional, and ontological assumptions, may
compromise or impede with our experience of the absent. In comparison to institutional
sacred spaces, the memory grove does not reflect a homogenous or shared ideological belief,
which in this instance, may answer to the set of conflicts that potentially arise when visiting
the memory grove.

5.3 Summary
The study sought to explore how individuals experience the memory grove as a site of
commemoration. The analysis was guided by two research questions, namely:

● In what ways are post-mortem relations maintained at the memory grove?
● How do individuals negotiate the presence of the absent at the memory

grove?

The first question pertained to the phenomena of post-mortem relations, which involves
the various ways in which individuals narrate memory and sustain a bond with the
deceased. Silence speaks, and so does absence. This study demonstrates how the absent,
invisible, intangible, and silent, hold the capacity to move, shape, and narrate the lives of
the living in significant ways. Despite the apparent absence of the deceased, the study
demonstrates how the memory grove allows individuals to experience situated personhood,
a sense of ‘continued presence’ of the deceased. In turn, this experience enables the
bereaved to sustain and develop post-mortem relations with the deceased in various ways.
Illustrated through vertical bonds and horizontal bonds, the study shows how post-mortem
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relations are realized in different ways, prompting different experiences and responses. The
study highlights how post-mortem relations are maintained through embodied rituals, and
specific spatial and material conditions (sacred objects and sacred spaces), allowing the
bereaved to engage and experience the deceased in various ways. Simultaneously, the
study demonstrates how some individuals maintain post-mortem relations in places other
than the memory grove, experiencing reluctance or disinterest in visiting and
commemorating the deceased at the grove. In whole, the study demonstrates how the
memory grove, despite its absence, provides a meaningful and significant location for the
bereaved to maintain and develop post-mortem relations.

The second research question investigated the various ways in which individuals negotiate
the presence of the absent at the memory grove. The burial site carries the inherent opposition
of absence-presence, constituted by the immediate material absence of the deceased, yet
simultaneously, the burial site being a tangible material space representing the presence of the
deceased. The duality of the memory grove is uniquely orchestrated, compared to other burial
customs, leaving the bereaved to resolve the absence-presence according to their own
capacity. The study sheds light on the various emotional, social, and ontological assumptions
that the bereaved negotiate as they commemorate on the memory grove. The results highlight
four dimensions indicative of the ways in which absence-presence is negotiated and
experienced at the grove. In sum, how the bereaved negotiate the aesthetics, social demeanor,
material representation, as well as the materiality of ashes, was shown to either restrain or
expand the capacity through which individuals could experience the presence of the
deceased.
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6. Discussion
The concluding chapter consists of a discussion of the results in relation to the theoretical
framework, methodological considerations, previous research, and relevant perspectives.
Finally, a discussion will follow on the implications for future research and practice.

6.1 The results in relation to previous research
While no previous research has captured the experience of those using memory groves, the
result of the current study confirms and deepens the understanding of phenomena of death,
bereavement, and post-mortem relation which has been acknowledged by several other
scholars.

The historical overlook of the modern cemetery and cremation practice sheds light on the
various dualities which envelope death and the dead body. The development of modern
cremation practices highlights how, on the one hand, the dead body is treated and considered
as refuse matter, and on the other hand, it is expected to be treated with reverence and
respect. (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 246). The study shows how the memory grove exhibits a
duality similar to the deceased body, it being simultaneously sacred and profane, ordered and
disordered, absent and present (Åhrén Snickare, 2002, p. 25; Douglas, 2003). The duality is
indicative of how the bereaved experience the memory grove, subsequently shaping how
commemoration is performed and felt. The duality of the memory grove is observable
through the various emotional, social, and ontological, assumptions that the bereaved
negotiate as they commemorate on the memory grove (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 884; Hertz,
2013; Williams, 2015, p. 261; McCarthy & Prokhovnik, 2014, p. 26).

The study of experiences at the memory grove allows us to see how we are more than
observers of modern death, rather, how we upon entering the cemetery become participants in
death (Woodthorpe, 2011, p. 100). Inferring from Baudrillard's assertion of cremation, the
memory grove constitutes an exceptional instance of modern death, it being the limit point of
the discrete elimination of death, considering the minimalistic and medicalized sterility
characterizing its performance and residue (Baudrillard, 1993, p. 182; Elias, 1985, p. 85;
Mellor & Shilling, 1993). The absence of religious, institutional, or individualized symbols or
displays leaves the memory grove with few indicators of death, in fact, death has been
sterilized, sequestrated, minimized, and made discrete to the extent where the memory grove
is hardly recognizable as a place of burial (Ariès, 1975; Elias, 1985; Mellor & Shilling, 1993;
Metcalf & Huntington, 1991). The concept of being “culturally naked”, that is, being
personally adrift and alienated in your experience of death, may disclose why some
individuals experienced a more precarious relation to the memorial grove, resulting in
confusion or perplexion with regard to the meaning of the grove (Mellor & Shilling, 1993,
pp. 428-429).
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The results of the study shed light on the various ways in which rituals enable the bereaved to
make sense of the confusing and painful reality of death, providing predictability and routine
in ways that facilitate a post-mortem relation (Åhrén Snickare, 2002; Lilja, 2004, p. 112; Hoy,
2021, p. 13). As argued by Mathijssen, the study of rituals can be used to scrutinize the social
and material conditions that narrate social and ideological systems (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 218).
As such, the ritual usage of specific objects, spaces, and anniversaries, was seen to constitute
narrative instruments, allowing the deceased to remain known, remembered, and influential
in the lives of the living (Collier, 2003, p. 728; Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 891; Turner, 1995).
In addition, post-mortem rituals demonstrate resistance to the paradigm of modernist
rationality, as argued by Prendergast et al, allowing the bereaved to engage in rituals
emanating from a broad scope of imagination and emotions (Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 886).

Evident in the results was how some respondents yearn for a strong relation with the
deceased, sanctioning them to visit, spend time, and cultivate rituals at the memory grove
(Prendergast et al., 2006, p. 888; Stroebe et al., 1992). As has been argued by Mathijssen,
intersecting the dead and living is the grave, which authorizes the memory grove to be a
unique space for the facilitation of post-mortem relation (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 216).
Simultaneously, the study confirms several acknowledged aspects of commemoration, one
being the inexplicable nature of death, which may result in complexity of thought, leaving the
bereaved to negotiate the emotional, social, and ontological features of death (Maddrell,
2013, p. 503). The nature of commemoration and post-mortem relations was effectively
examined through the notion of absence-presence. Several scholars have observed the various
facets of post-mortem relations and how the deceased can, in fact, appear present in the lives
of the living (Mathijssen, 2018, p. 216; Jonsson, 2019, p. 29; Maddrell, 2013, p. 505; Klass et
al, 2014; Hallam et al 1999; Meyer, 2012, p. 104). The results demonstrate how the memory
grove allows, for some, the sensation that absence can be evoked, made present, allowing the
deceased to have a continuity of presence. The experienced continuity of presence of the
deceased has previously been acknowledged by Maddrell (2013), describing it as an
experiential and relational tension between material absence and emotional presence
(Maddrell, 2013, p. 505).

6.2 The results in relation to the theoretical framework
The theoretical framework for this study draws from the theory of lived religion (McGuire,
2008; Ammerman, 2007; Ganzevoort & Roeland, 2014). Lived religion has been helpful in
the mapping of the various concrete ways in which individuals sustain a bond with the
deceased and negotiate the absence-presence. The application of this theoretical framework
has been able to shed light on the emotional, social, and ontological aspects of experiencing
the memory grove, as well as the respondent's capacity to engage and experience the
invisible, absent, intangible, and silent.
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Lived religion is sometimes used in more explicit ‘religious situations’, observing how, for
instance, a Catholic, Muslim or Jewish faith is ‘lived out’. However, the focus of this study
has not been on traditional religious practices or belongings, but rather, on how individuals
engage and experience the absent, through what has been referred to as commemoration.
With regards to the practice of commemoration, lived religion was used as an instrument to
shed light on the various ways in which individuals negotiate, engage, experience, and make
meaning of that which is absent, invisible, intangible, and silent, outside of an institutional
religious setting. In order to regard the practice of commemoration as a viable field of study
for lived religion, it was necessary to concretize the definitional consolidation of “religion”
and commemoration. By adhering to Robert Orsi’s definition of religion, the study regarded
commemoration to be an expression of the various ways humans structure their lives and
render the invisible and intangible into something present to the senses in circumstances of
everyday life (McGuire, 2008, p. 14; Orsi, 2005). This choice of theory has allowed a wide
and creative analytical process, inviting new interpretations of how Swedish people live out
religion, making the invisible visible, and the absent present, at the memory grove.

Useful to the analysis of the material was the conception of sacred objects and sacred spaces.
The analysis ascribed sacrality to a specific object or space, in order to highlight how it was
able to hold meaning, beyond its everyday meaning, according to its capacity to manifest the
absent (Morgan, 2010, p. 15). Sacred objects were seen to make present what was otherwise
absent, consequently generating feelings and sensations that bridge the experience of the
respondent from the ordinary to something transcendent. Similarly, this was seen in the
construction of spaces, where sacred spaces were able to transcend the ordinary, enabling the
respondents to experience a memory grove as a transcendent, or sacred space (Morgan, 2010,
pp. 18-19).

By distinguishing between vertical bonds and horizontal bonds, it was possible to discern
two different ways in which the post-mortem relations are constructed between the survivor
and the deceased. Through the experience of post-mortem relations, the memory grove
validates both experiences of closeness, as well as accountability, which may prompt a sense
of obligation or guilt. Despite the deceased being described as invisible, silent, and absent,
they still hold the capacity of shaping the lives of the living in several different ways. The
distinction of bonds demonstrates how some post-mortem relations may be motivated either
horizontally, by a ‘reciprocal’ exchange of closeness and memorialization, or vertically,
through a sense of accountability or moral duty. These bonds are not generalizable but helpful
in distinguishing how different post-mortem relations prompt different emotions and behavior
among the bereaved.

In conclusion, while the narratives from this study are deeply personal, they also reflect how
death, commemoration, and post-mortem relations are perceived as meaningful and
significant in a certain cultural context (Jonson, 2019, p. 27; Alexander, 2005, p. 4). As is
argued by Swidler (1986), meaning is assigned in accordance with the symbolic and material
resources which are available for individuals in various contexts, both enabling and
regulating thoughts and actions (Jonson, 2019, p. 27; Swidler, 1986). The experiences of the
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memory grove, as portrayed in this study, are not arbitrary, rather, they belong to a social
structure situated in a specific time and place. By shedding light on the Swedish ‘religious
situation’, through the framework of lived religion, the study has contributed to making
visible what is otherwise invisible, namely, concretizing various ways in which individuals
use symbolic and material resources to live religion.

6.3 The results in relation to method
The study relied on the empirical basis drawn from seven semi-structured interviews. The
interviews supplied the study with rich material, conveying a nuanced and detailed insight
into the experiences that take place at the memory grove. With the scientific field evidently
vacant regarding experiences and usage of memory groves, data collection through
qualitative interviews was deemed the most useful method for mapping the field, before
advancing to a wider analysis of the phenomena (Tjora & Torhell, 2012, p. 82). A
phenomenological approach, using qualitative interviews, was useful when studying
meaning-making, attitudes, opinions, and experiences of individuals; as it can unravel the
so-called life world of the participants, the world as seen from the participant's point of view
(Kvale & Brinkmann 2014; Aspers, 2009, p. 8; Sokolowski, 2000, p. 2; Lamont & Swidler,
2014). While it has not been the aim of the study to generate results that are generalizable
beyond the sample of the study, the approach of the study has been able to emphasize
in-depth exploration and description of specific experiences, revealing a nuance of both
similarities and differences among the respondents, highlighting the scope of emotional,
social, and ontological experiences that are facilitated by the memory grove. As such, the
study contributes to the mapping of a field relating to death and bereavement, but more
specifically, the various emotional, social, and ontological aspects of experiencing the
memory grove, and how these shape the individual's capacity to maintain post-mortem
relations, and experience the presence of the deceased. These findings invite further
quantitative investigations, where the current findings and themes should be examined and
developed in accordance with larger populations.

As with all methodological commitments, qualitative interviews exhibit certain limitations.
The primary concern for this study regards validity and the sample. The primary question of
validity concerns the occurrence to which the results of the study are appropriately reflecting
the phenomena which is being examined (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 133; Richie et al., 2013,
p. 273). Validity is strengthened by making sure the phenomena are labeled in ways reflecting
the meaning assigned by respondents, and ensuring that the analytical construction remains
authentic to the original material (Richie et al., 2013, p. 274; Hammersley, 1992, p. 274). By
providing a close account of the sampling and interview procedures, the usage of the
interview guide, and the methodological approach, the study has aimed to exhibit validity, as
well as external and internal credibility (Trost & Torhell, 2012, p. 132; (Lecompte & Goetz,
1982, p. 32). In addition, the empirical basis of the result and analysis was presented by
exhibiting the referenced excerpts from the material, allowing the reader to evaluate the
soundness of the findings. While it is likely that an analysis performed by a different
researcher could yield a different set of codes and themes upon processing the material, the
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analytical construction of the study relies on transparency, enabling the reader to assess the
assemblage of empirics, theoretical application (lived religion), and analysis, which constitute
the result chapter of the study. As such, the intent of the study was to remain explorative in its
application of theory, thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), and analytical inference,
exploring the experiences of the memory grove, yet, without compromising the transparency
of the study.

6.4 Implications for future research and practice
The study invites further analysis addressing the several parameters which envelop
commemoration, burial customs, and post-mortem relations. During the interviews several of
the respondents were inclined to reference and contrast the memory grove to other burial
customs, actively negotiating the emotional, social, and ontological components and
implications that distinguish the memory grove from other customs. Postulating that various
burial customs may host different practices of commemoration, as well as varying capacities
to experience the deceased, it is motivated that further investigation of different burial
customs would yield noteworthy findings.

Similarly, there is reason to examine a cross-cultural comparison of burial customs, and
experiences relating to commemoration and post-mortem relations. When considering the
cremation practices in Scandinavian countries, statistics illustrate distinct dissimilarities. In
the year 2000, Norway, Finland, and Iceland had a cremation frequency of between 12% and
33% percent, while Denmark and Sweden showed a cremation frequency of 70% (SKKF,
2021). To this day, Norway and Iceland barely cremate 45% of their individuals, emphasizing
how burial customs significantly vary, despite the immense cultural similarities of the
Scandinavian countries (SKKF, 2021). This dissimilarity of practice raises the question as to
‘why’ and ‘how’ certain burial practices develop in culture. In accordance with the voice of
several scholars, there is yet a wide range of research to be conducted regarding
contemporary Nordic and Swedish cremation practices and burial customs, as well as
expressions of commemoration and post-mortem relations (Åkesson, 1997, p. 59; Jonson,
2015, p. 287; Williams & Williams, 2007)

Lastly, the memory grove holds a noteworthy characteristic different from other burial
customs. Compared to other grave sites, the memory grove is essentially constructed as an
extension of the organic landscape, that is, the grove is conceptualized through the organic,
non-human, elements of trees, bushes, grass, and similar components. In contrast to
traditional burial sites, commemoration on the memory grove accounts for an experience that
takes place in a non-urbanized, biotic space, manifesting the sense of ‘being in nature’. How
does the desire to ‘be in’ or ‘experience’ nature coalesce with the existential elements of life
and death? While a grove denotes a wooded area, ordinarily equivalent to a park or forest, the
historical concept of a grove has deep roots, showing itself of central importance for human
life and imagination (Swantje, 2006, p. 7; Thurfjell, 2020). In fact, characterizing the grove,
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historically, has been its ability to bridge the absent, making the invisible and intangible
comprehensible (Näsström 1996, p. 72; Swantje, 2006, p. 41, 72). From ancient times, into
the late twentieth century, the grove has remained ever-present in literature, art, tradition, and
belief, through various forms of reverence or sacrality, associating existential elements of life
with elements of nature (Hugoson, 2022, p. 2; Swantje, 2006, p. 8)3. Meanwhile, Swantje
asserts that a deeper analysis of contemporary views and conceptions of groves is lacking
(Swantje, 2006, p. 56). For this reason, future research should expose and discuss how the
Swedish contemporary understanding of the grove narrates our experience of burying and
commemorating the deceased on memorial groves.

3 The oldest context of Swedish groves appears in religious conceptions and practices, revealing the grove to be a holy site
used for divine communication and worship (Swantje, 2006, p. 72). As described by Näsström (1996), the tree and the grove,
should be understood as the central cultural locale of Norse mythology, the grove being the medium between gods and
humans (Näsström 1996, p. 72; Swantje, 2006, p. 41). The role of the individual tree and the grove can be located throughout
Swedish history, ranging from the existence of tree cults in the Bronze Age, to Norse myths, the Guta Saga, fifthteenth to
eighteenth century Christian beliefs coupling the grove and paradise, as well as the pervading Swedish folk beliefs dating up
to the twentieth century, assuming the healing and sacred qualities of trees and groves (Hugoson, 2; Swantje, 8, 2006;
Näsström 1996). Research is lacking on contemporary meanings and understandings of the grove.
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Appendix 1.

Intervjuguide

Varför minneslunden?
● Beskriv din relation till den bortgångna?
● Var du involverad i valet av gravskick?
● Vet du varför minneslunden valdes?

○ var det viktigt för er?
○ vad påverkade beslutet? (kulturella, religiösa, emotionella,

ekonomiska element?)
○ har valet av plats en särskild betydelse?

Att besöka minneslunden
● Berätta om din relation till minneslunden sedan _____ vilar här
● Brukar du besöka minneslunden?

○ Varför?
○ När?
○ Hur?

Ensam eller med andra? Spontant, planerat, tradition?
Förberedelser? Inköp av blommor, ljus, dyl.?
Vad brukar du göra när du besöker minneslunden?
Vad talar ni om (minnen, person, osv)?
Hur är dynamik med de andra?

● Kan du uppleva en förväntan på att du borde vara på ett visst sätt när
du besöker minneslunden? (samhälle, anhöriga, självpåtaget)

Sammanfattningsvis
● När du ser tillbaka på din relation till minneslunden, och gångerna du

besökt minneslunden, finns det något som du reflekterar över, lärt dig?
● Finns det något du tycker jag missat att fråga mot bakgrund av

studien(symbolisk/rituell betydelse/funktion av minneslund) som du vill
dela med dig av?

● Intervjun har nu kommit till sitt slut. Känner du dig redo att avsluta vårt
konversation här, eller finns det något du vill tillägga eller diskutera?
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Informationsbrev och medgivande
En studie om Minneslunden

Till dig som vill delta i ett forskningsarbete om minneslunden
Jag heter Jonathan Lindfeldt och genomför just nu en studie i sociologi som behandlar
minneslunden. I det här dokumentet får du information om studien och vad det innebär för
dig att medverka. Studien är en del av ett examensarbete på Masterprogrammet i sociologi
på Uppsala Universitet. Studien ämnar att undersöka individers uppfattningar och
erfarenheter av minneslunden. Minneslunden är en relativt nytillkommen där Sveriges första
minneslund uppstår först 1959. Idag är det allt mer förekommande att anhöriga väljer
minneslunden framför andra gravskick, exempelvis kistgrav eller urngrav. Jag anser att
minneslunden en intressant sociologiskt skärningspunkt, där flera aspekter som kultur,
mening, symboler, och traditioner sammanstrålar. Av den anledningen är jag intresserad av
att förstå hur individer besöker och upplever minneslunden.

Hur går studien till?
Intervjun äger rum vid ett enskilt tillfälle, där du bestämmer tid och plats för intervjun att äga
rum. Mot bakgrund av pandemin är det givetvis möjligt att anordna intervjun digital
(exempelvis Zoom eller Teams). Intervjun beräknas ta cirka 45 minuter. Vårt samtal kommer
att spelas in och översättas till skriven text (transkribering), och förvaras oåtkomligt för andra
personer. Ditt namn, så väl som andra uppgifter vilka urskönja din identitet, kommer att
anonymiseras och ersättas med fiktiva namn. Som deltagare i studien kan du vid vilken
tidpunkt som helst besluta att avbryta eller upphäva ditt deltagande utan att ange något skäl.
Vid en sådant beslut kommer dina uppgifter att raderas omgående. Studien sker under
handledning av Jan Grimell, som forskar på Uppsala Universitet. Vid vidare frågor är ni
välkomna att kontakta mig eller min handledare Jan Grimell.

Hälsningar,
Jonathan Lindfeldt

Kontaktuppgifter Skriftligt samtycke
Handledare: Jan Grimell Ort och datum
Telefon: 070XXXXXX ……………………………………….
Email: jan.grimell@soc.uu.se

Underskrift
Student: Jonathan Lindfeldt ……………………………………….
Telefon: 0702200303
Email: jonathan@lindfeldt.se
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1.2 Ansvarig huvudman för forskningen (forskningshuvudman)

Jonathan Lindfeldt, Student Uppsala Universitet

1.3 Behörig företrädare för forskningshuvudman

Jan Grimell, forskare Uppsala Universitet

1.3.1 Behörig företrädare – titel som innebär ett verksamhetsansvar

Jan Grimell, forskare Uppsala Universitet

1.4 Har projektet fler forskningshuvudmän?

Nej

1.5 Hemvist för forskningen

Uppsala, Sverige

1.6 Huvudansvarig forskare för projektet (kontaktperson)

Jan Grimell

1.6.1 Institution/hemvist som huvudansvarig forskare är verksam vid

Uppsala Universitet

1.7 Är den huvudansvariga forskaren disputerad?
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Frågor för avgiftskategori

1.9 Hur många forskningshuvudmän kommer att ingå i forskningsprojektet?

En forskningshuvudman
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1.10 Avser forskningen klinisk läkemedelsprövning?

Nej

1.11 Ska endast befintliga personuppgifter behandlas i projektet?

Nej

3.1 Skriv en populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning av forskningsprojektet.

Minneslunden är ett gravskick som blivit allt mer förekommande i Sverige. Minneslunden
utgörs av en särskild avgränsad plats på en kyrkogård ämnad för anonym spridning av
aska efter kremering. Den första minneslunden byggdes i Sverige 1959. I studiet av
minneslunden föreligger både materiella och social aspekter, vilka iscensätts under
modernitetens inflytande. Minneslunden är till synes outforskad utifrån det sociologiska
fältet. Tangerande fält som arkeologi och historia har behandlat de arkitektoniska
funktionerna av minneslunden, men däremot saknas studier av individuella upplevelser
och erfarenheter.

Forskningsprojektet ämnar att studera den symboliska funktionen av minneslunden,
genom att intervjua individer som har en eller flera anhöriga vilka vilar på en minneslund.
Mer ingående ämnar studien att undersöka på vilka sätt minneslunden används som en
plats för åminnelse. Data insamlas genom att intervjua tio individer med hjälp av
semistrukturerade intervjuer.

3.2 Vad är det vetenskapliga syftet med projektet?

Det vetenskapliga syftet med projektet består i att förstå den symboliska funktion som
minneslunden fyller för den vilken besöker eller nyttjar minneslunden. Studien utgör ett
bidrag till ett fält som ännu är mycket outforskat, varav minneslunden specifikt, är ett tills
vidare oundersökt sociologiskt fält. Att utföra en kvalitativ studie kan således bidra till
vidare kvantitativa ansatser.

3.3 Vilka är de vetenskapliga frågeställningarna?

Studien ämnar att undersöka den symboliska funktionen av minneslunden, och mer
specifikt undersöka vilka sätt minneslunden används som en plats för åminnelse.

4.1 Redogör för metod inkl. proceduren, tekniken eller behandlingen.

Metod
Studien har valt en kvalitativ intervjumetod eftersom fältet är ännu mycket outforskat. En
kvalitativ ansats kan bidra med en djupare förståelse för de sociologiska mekanismer vilka
samverkar i bruket av minneslunden. Med en djupare förståelse av minneslundens
sociologiska karaktär kan sedan utforskas genom vidare kvalitativa ansatser.
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Intervjumetoden består av en semistrukturerad intervju vilket innebär att intervjun följer en
tematisk inriktning med en förberedd struktur av frågor, men vilken även har utrymme för
följdfrågor. Den semistrukturerade metoden är en förutsättning för en kostnad- och
tidseffektiv insamling av tematisk data från samtliga informanter. Valet av semistrukturerad
intervju är motiverat utifrå två primära anledningar. Eftersom intervjun utgår från individens
attityder och upplevelser är det väsentligt att intervju-formatet erbjuder följdfrågor, eller
frågor som erbjuder fördjupning i aspekter relaterade till vissa upplevelser eller attityder.
Den andra motiveringen tar avstamp i intervjuns karaktär. Eftersom intervjun ämnar
behandla frågeställningar och erfarenheter som relaterar till symbolism, åminnelse och
memorering av den avlidne, är det av vikt att intervjuns format är dynamiskt och formbart
utifrån respondentens känslor. Det är viktigt att intervjun tillåter att vissa frågor kan
försummas eller omformuleras om intervjun ger indikation för en sådan anpassning.

Procedur, teknik och behandling
Intervjupersonerna kommer att mötas upp vid ett enskilt tillfälle och intervjuas i en miljö
som upplevs trygg och bekväm av informanten. Deltagaren bestämmer plats såväl som tid
vilken passar denne. Det är av vikt att platsen är ostörd och fri från distraktioner även. Vid
osannolika omständigheter, såsom sjukdom eller karantän, eller vid deltagarens preferens,
kommer individen att kunna intervjuas på Zoom. Intervjun förväntas ta cirka 45-60 minuter.
Deltagaren kommer även signera ett samtyckesformulär innan intervjun.

Samtalet kommer att spelas in med hjälp av extern utrustning för ljudupptagning. I
processen kommer intervjuernas även transkriberas. Under bearbetning av data kommer
materialet, kodnyckel, samt deltagarens uppgifter, att förvaras oåtkomligt med hjälp av en
lösenordsskyddad dator. I det transkriberade materialet kommer samtliga namn att
anonymiseras.

Samtliga personuppgifter samlas in i enlighet med principen för behandling av
personuppgifter gällande vetenskapliga forskningsändamål (dataskyddsförordningen
kapitel 2, artikel 5 §1b).
Det är Sociologiska Institutionen, Uppsala Universitet, som är ansvarig för hantering av
deltagarens personuppgifter. I enlighet med EU:s dataskyddsförordning erbjuds rätten för
deltagaren att ta del av de uppgifter som behandlas i studien, eller om så önskas, att
dessa uppgifter raderas.

Urval
Studien ämnar att intervjua tio deltagare vilka har gemensamt att de är anhöriga till minst
en person som vilar på en minneslund.

4.2 Redogör för på vilket sätt metoden skiljer sig från klinisk rutin eller den
ordinarie behandlingen.

Ej aktuellt i denna studie.
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4.3 Redogör för tidigare erfarenheter (egna och/eller andras) av den använda
proceduren, tekniken eller behandlingen.

Studien ämnar att undersöka den symboliska funktionen av minneslunden, och genom
intervjuer, mer specifikt undersöka vilka sätt minneslunden används som en plats för
åminnelse. Från sitt kandidatarbete har masterstudenten JL tidigare erfarenheter inom
den procedur, teknik och behandling av data som denna studie förlitar sig på.
Masterstudenten JL har vid tidigare tillfälle intervjuat tio personer för en studie på
kandidatnivå där informanter fått berätta om sin syn på kärlek och intimitet. Från denna
erfarenhet har masterstudenten JL fått erfara och lära sig hur man kan närma sig ett ämne
vilket möjligtvis kan tänkas vara känslig, eller väcka känsliga minnen. Utanför akademiska
sammanhang har masterstudenten JL även koordinerat och lett intervjuer och samtal med
ungdomar och unga vuxna vilket bidragit till erfarenheter vilka kommer till nytta vid denna
studie.

Handledare JG besitter omfattande erfarenhet när det gäller intervjuer vilka relaterar
ämnen som kan tänkas vara känsliga, exempelvis död, memorering och sorg. Den etiska
uppsynen i denna studie är av stor vikt eftersom projektet relaterar till människors
erfarenheter och känslor, särskilt i anknytning till vad som kan tänkas vara känsliga
ämnen. Handledare JG utgör en nödvändig förutsättning för en etisk hållbar studie, genom
sitt bidrag av kompetens från kvalitativa forskning gällande identitetsarbete och praktiker
relaterade till sorg och död.

6.1 Redogör för datainsamling och datas karaktär.

Datainsamling för studien bygger på intervjuer. Studien baseras på en kvalitativ
intervjumetod. Intervjumetoden består av en semistrukturerad intervju vilket innebär att
intervjun följer en tematisk inriktning med en förberedd struktur av frågor, men vilken även
har utrymme för följdfrågor. Datans karaktär omfattar den symboliska betydelsen av
minneslunden, vilken samlas in genom intervjuerna. Intervjuerna omfattar 45-60 minuter,
och samtalet kommer att spelas in med hjälp av extern utrustning för ljudupptagning. I
processen av datainsamling kommer ljudfilerna även transkriberas.

6.2 Redogör för det statistiska underlaget för studiepopulationen/
undersökningsmaterialets storlek.

Inte relevant i det aktuella projektet.

6.3 Hur kommer undersökningsprocedurerna att dokumenteras?

Undersökningsprocedurerna dokumenteras genom ljudupptagningsutrustning, vilka sedan
omsätts till textformat genom transkribering.

6.4 Hur kommer insamlad data att hanteras och förvaras?
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Under bearbetning av data kommer materialet, inklusive deltagarens uppgifter, att förvaras
oåtkomligt genom beskydd av en lösenordsskyddad dator. I det transkriberade materialet
kommer samtliga namn att anonymiseras.

7.1 Vilka risker kan ett deltagande medföra för de forskningspersoner som ingår i
forskningsprojektet?

Det finns vissa frågor under intervjun vilka relaterar till bortgången av deltagarens
anhörige. Mer ingående kommer deltagarna att få svara på frågor vilka relaterar till den
symboliska innebörden av minneslunden. Trots att det passerat minst tio åren från det att
minneslunden tagits i bruk kan dessa frågor uppfattas som känsliga, eftersom det kan
väcka äldre minnen eller känslor.

7.2 Vilken nytta kan ett deltagande medföra för de forskningspersoner som ingår i
forskningsprojektet?

Ett deltagande i studien kan vara fördelaktigt eftersom det erbjuder en möjlighet för
individen att vidga sin egen förståelse för minneslundens symboliska funktioner.
Deltagaren kommer att få reflektera och tala om sin egen relation till minneslunden, vilket
kan medföra en bredare förståelse för den symbolik materiella och sociala praktiker som
bruket av minneslunden omfattar.

7.3 Gör en värdering av förhållandet mellan riskerna och nyttan av projektet.

Studien uppskattar att riskerna i studien kan minimeras till den utsträckning där nyttan av
deltagande i studien väger ut samtliga eventuella risker för deltagande. Studien anses
nyttosam utifrån två aspekter. Till viss del, utifrån deltagarnas möjlighet att reflektera och
beskriva sina erfarenheter kopplade till minneslunden. Men även utifrån den vetenskapliga
kartläggning som studien hoppas bidra till. Studiet av minneslunden utgör hittills ett
avsevärt outforskat fält.

7.4 Beskriv hur projektet har utformats för att minimera riskerna för
forskningspersonerna.

Studien ämnar att minimera riskerna för forskningspersonerna genom att ställa öppna och
breda frågeställningar om de praktiker och symbolisk betydelser vilka relaterar till bruket
av minneslunden. Genom att ställa öppna frågor ges mer frihet till informanten att
respondera utifrån vad den är bekväm med. Det är också viktigt med en fysiskt och social
trygg miljö. Detta uppnås genom att intervjun äger rum på en plats som informanten själv
väljer. Det är även av vikt att forskningsperson och intervjuaren utvecklar en god stämning
innan intervjun påbörjas, med syfte att få deltagaren att känna sig bekväm och trygg.
Deltagaren blir i detta skede även väl införstådd med procedur och behandling av
material. Innan intervjun påbörjas blir deltagaren noggrant informerade om intervjuns
upplägg och att deltagandet är helt frivilligt och att de kan närsomhelst kan avbryta
intervjun utan vidare motivering.
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Studiens urval görs utifrån en snöbollsmetod vilken utgår från masterstudenten JL’s nära
sociala krets. Därefter förlitar sig urvalet på att intervjupersoner kan rekommendera andra
potentiella intervjupersoner för medverkan i studien. Relationen mellan forskare och
forskningsperson utgörs således av bekantskap. Bekantskap innebär att forskaren och
forskningsperson möjligtvis känt till varandra innan studien. Att bekantskap kan äga rum
mellan forskare och forskningsperson ser studien som något positivt vilken inte kommer
aktivt undvikas. Studien anser att bekantskap kan minska riskerna med studien eftersom
intervjun kan präglas av större trygghet, vilket är önskvärt då studien behandlar ett ämne
som möjligen kan upplevas som känsligt. Det är även fördelaktigt av anledningen att det
finns ett socialt nätverk och skyddsnät runt intervjupersonen. Om någon av deltagarna
uttrycker behov av vidare samtal kommer masterstudent JL att hänvisa deltagaren till ett
antal stödlinjer, inklusive telefonnummer.

Det är även väsentligt att det passerat minst tio år från det att minneslunden tagits i bruk
till att the anhörige intervjuas. Detta är för att minska risker för gamla känslor eller minnen
att återuppstå. Det bedöms att tio år motsvarar en tid där bortgången kunnat bearbetas på
ett sådant vis att ett samtal om vederbörande inte väcker starka känslor. Det är även av
betydelse vilken orsak den bortgångna har avlidit till. Den avlidne bör ha dött en så kallad
naturlig död, vilket främst kan karakteriseras av hög ålder. En naturlig död tolkas även
utifrån informantens uppfattning av bortgången, huruvida informanten kunde förvänta att
den anhörige skulle avlida, gentemot en oförväntad bortgång (e.g. dödsolycka, självmord,
dråp).

7.5 Identifiera och precisera om eventuella etiska problem (nackdelar/fördelar) kan
uppstå i ett vidare perspektiv genom forskningsprojektet.

Studien ämnar att reducera samtliga eventuella etiska problem vilka kan tänkas uppstå i
ett senare skede i forskningsprojektet. Den semistrukturerade intervjun identifieras som
den mest kritiska aspekten av studien, vari vikten av ett varsamt och finkänsligt
förhållningssätt utgör grunden för en trygg och etiskt hållbar intervju.
Medverkan i studien kan även väcka nya funderingar och frågeställningar för deltagaren,
vilka i sin tur kan yttra sig i negativa känslor. För att hantera denna eventualitet avslutas
varje intervju med att diskutera de nya känslor och tankar som kan ha uppstått, samt hur
deltagaren kan söka hjälp vid mer omfattande efterverkan. Det finns också en möjlighet att
deltagaren upplever intervjun som välgörande. Deltagare kan känna sig uppskattad
genom att intervjuaren ställer frågor och lyssnar till deras berättelser. Genom intervjun kan
det även uppstå nya reflektioner eller tankar för den deltagande, vilket kan upplevas som
välgörande.

8.1 Hur görs urvalet av forskningspersoner?

Urvalet görs utifrån snöbollsmetod, vilken utgår från masterstudenten JL’s nära sociala
krets. Därefter förlitar sig urvalet på att intervjupersoner kan rekommendera andra
potentiella intervjupersoner för medverkan i studien.
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8.2 Hur många forskningspersoner kommer att inkluderas i forskningsprojektet?

Tio forskningspersoner

8.3 Vilka urvalskriterier kommer att användas för inklusion?
Urvalskriterierna för inklusion i projektet är följande:

● Deltagaren måste ha minst en anhörig som vilar på en minneslund i Sverige
● Deltagaren är frivilligt medverkande i studien
● Det måste ha passerat minst tio år från den anhöriges bortgång
● Den avlidne bör ha dött en så kallad naturlig död, vilket främst karakteriseras av

hög ålder. En naturlig död tolkas även utifrån informantens uppfattning av
bortgången, huruvida informanten kunde förvänta att den anhörige skulle avlida,
gentemot en oförväntad bortgång (e.g. dödsolycka, självmord, dråp)

● Deltagaren är fyrtio år eller äldre

8.4 Vilka urvalskriterier kommer att användas för exklusion?

En deltagare exluderas från studien om:
● Deltagaren inte har en anhörig som vilar på en minneslund i Sverige
● Om det inte passerat minst tio år från bortgång av deltagarens anhörige
● Om deltagarens anhörige inte dött en naturlig död
● Om deltagaren är yngre än fyrtio år

8.5 Ange relationen mellan forskare och forskningspersonerna.

Relationen mellan forskare och forskningsperson utgörs av bekantskap. Bekantskap
innebär att forskaren och forskningsperson möjligtvis känt till varandra innan studien. Att
bekantskap kan äga rum mellan forskare och forskningsperson ser studien som något
positivt vilken inte kommer aktivt undvikas. Studien anser att bekantskap kan minska
riskerna med studien eftersom intervjun kan präglas av större trygghet.

8.6 Vilket försäkringsskydd finns för de forskningspersoner som deltar i
forskningsprojektet?

Deltagarna antas vara försäkrade inom ramen för deras egna privata försäkringar i
samband med att vi träffas och utför intervjun i deras självvalda miljöer, till exempel i deras
hem eller via digital plattform såsom Zoom.
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8.7 Redogör för den beredskap som finns för att hantera oväntade bifynd eller
händelser under forskningsprocessen som kan äventyra forskningspersonernas
säkerhet.

Forskningspersonernas säkerhet kan äventyras om intervjun rör upp känslor som skulle
överstiga en normal förväntan. Vid extrema fall skulle en deltagare kunna bli starkt
upprörd eller känslomässig vid åminnelse av den bortgångna anhöriga eller det
sorgearbete som uppstått därefter. Vid ett sådant scenario skulle masterstudenten JL
uppmana till att kontakta anhöriga som kan erbjuda ett socialt och emotionellt stöd. Utöver
detta kommer masterstudenten JL att hänvisa till externa resurser som kan stödja
deltagaren.

Medverkan i studien kan även väcka nya funderingar och frågeställningar för deltagaren,
vilka i sin tur kan yttra sig i negativa känslor. För att hantera denna eventualitet avslutas
varje intervju med att diskutera de nya känslor och tankar som kan ha uppstått, samt hur
deltagaren kan söka hjälp vid mer omfattande efterverkan.

Externa resurser för stöd:

● Anhörighetslinjen (0200-239 500)

● Någon att tala med (031-711 24 00)

● Mansjouren (08-30 30 20)

● Äldrelinjen (020-22 22 33)

● Jourhavande medmänniska (08-702 16 80)

● Jourhavande präst (112)

8.8 Kommer ekonomisk ersättning eller andra förmåner betalas ut till
forskningspersonerna?

Nej

9.1 Kommer forskningspersonerna att informeras om forskningsprojektet och
tillfrågas om de vill vara med eller inte?

Ja

9.1.1 [Om Ja 9.1] Hur, när (i vilket skede) och av vem informeras och tillfrågas
forskningspersonerna?
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Vid två tillfällen kommer masterstudenten JL informera deltagaren om syftet med studien,
samt om deltagaren önskar medverka i studien. Deltagaren informeras och tillfrågas först
initialt, vid första dialog, och senare innan intervjun.

9.2 Kommer barn under 18 år att ingå i forskningsprojektet?

Nej

9.3 Kommer forskningspersoner, vars mening på grund av sjukdom, psykisk
störning, försvagat hälsotillstånd eller något annat liknande förhållande inte kan
inhämtas, att ingå i forskningsprojektet?

Nej

12.1 Hur garanteras tillgång till data för forskningshuvudmannen och medverkande
forskare?

----------

12.2 Vem eller vilka ansvarar för databearbetning och skriftlig redovisning av
resultaten?

Ansvarig för databearbetning och skriftligt redovisning av resultat är primärt
masterstudenten JL, men resultatet kommer även revideras och kontrolleras av
handledare för masterstudent JL, handledare JG

12.3 Hur och när planeras resultaten att offentliggöras?

Resultaten planerar att offentliggöras efter opponering av uppsats, vilken äger rum under
2022. Resultaten publiceras i samband med att uppsatsen publiceras på DiVA portal.

12.4 På vilket sätt garanteras forskningspersonernas rätt till integritet när materialet
offentliggörs?

Forskningspersonernas rätt till integritet säkerställs genom att textutdrag som publiceras
är avidentifierade i syfte att försvåra bakåtspårning. Detta innebär att samtliga namn är
utbytta mot fiktiva namn. Vidare åtgärder tas genom att utelämna specifika detaljer i
resultaten som riskerar urskönja deltagarens identitet. Samtliga deltagare har även
möjlighet att få tillgång till intervjumaterial, transkribering och resultat, under hela
forskningsprocessen fram till publicering.
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